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In July 2003 the Minister for Justice,
Equality and Law Reform appointed new
members to the Board of the Equality
Authority. I was honoured to be invited to
chair the Board and to lead its endeavours
over the four years of our appointment.

The new Board members took office in a
context where the Equality Authority had
already developed a valuable body of work
and achieved an impressive standing in
the various arenas of its work. We have
been able to build on these solid
foundations and our gratitude is due to
our predecessors, and in particular to the
previous chairperson, Kate Hayes.

2003 was a remarkably busy year for the
Equality Authority. It was our first year
implementing the new Strategic Plan
which runs from 2003 to 2005. We can
point to significant success in opening up
new areas of work particularly in the fields
of equality in education provision and
health services, in developing a focus on
making reasonable accommodation for
people with disabilities and in working to
enhance the equality impact of strategies
combating poverty. We can point to a
continuity of achievement in our legal
casework, in our initiatives to support
planned and systematic approaches to
workplace equality and in our work to
enhance equality results from labour
market programmes.

The staff of the Equality Authority are to
be applauded for their work during 2003.
They have maintained high standards and
have continued to demonstrate high levels
of commitment and expertise in their
work.

Partnerships and joint ventures are key
elements of our work. Working with others
to achieve shared goals and to pool
resources to best effect has been central to
the success of our work. During 2003
valuable partnerships were established
with:

• The Department of Education and
Science in developing information
materials for schools.

• Congress and IBEC in continuing our
work in the Equal Opportunities
Framework Committee, the Work-Life
Balance Framework Committee and
Anti-Racist Workplace Week.

• The Department of Enterprise, Trade
and Employment in seeking to
mainstream policy and practice learning
from the EQUAL projects.

• The national co-ordinating committee
for the European Year of People with
Disabilities and the National Library
Council in our work on reasonable
accommodation of people with
disabilities.

From the 
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• The Office of Social Inclusion in
developing an innovative approach to
equality proofing the National Action
Plan on Social Inclusion.

We are grateful to all these organisations
for their commitment to partnership and
to advancing equality. We are also grateful
to the Department of Justice, Equality and
Law Reform for their continued support
for our endeavours and for the resources
they make available to us.

Finally I wish to pay tribute to my fellow
Board members. We have quickly
established a productive and creative
working relationship and they have
already shown a commitment and
contribution that is well beyond the call of
duty.

Karen Erwin
Chairperson
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Mrs Karen Erwin, Chairperson 
Mrs Erwin is a Solicitor and
was a partner in A&L
Goodbody. More recently, Mrs
Erwin was a Director and

Group General Counsel of The Irish Times.
In 2001 she was appointed by the Irish
Government to chair the Interim Board of
the Irish Auditing and Accounting
Supervisory Authority. She is a Fellow and
Chairperson of the Board of Management
of St Columba's College and a Director of
the Irish Heart Foundation. She is also the
immediate past President of the
International Women's Forum, Ireland.

Mr Leonard Hurley, Vice
Chairperson 
Mr Hurley is a teacher. He was
Vice Chairperson of the
outgoing Board of the Equality

Authority and was previously Vice
Chairperson of the Employment Equality
Agency.

Ms Joan Carmichael
ICTU nominee.
Ms Carmichael is Assistant
General Secretary of ICTU.

Mr Tony Donohoe
IBEC nominee.
Head of Research and
Information, IBEC.

Ms Carol Fawsitt
Solicitor.

Ms Gráinne Healy
NWCI nominee.
Former Chairperson, NWCI.

Mr Paddy Keating
ICTU nominee.
National Secretary, Impact.

The Board



Ms Mary Keogh 
Director, Forum of People
with Disabilities Ireland.

Mr Thomas McCann
Irish Traveller Movement.

Ms Marie Moynihan
IBEC nominee.
Human Resources Manager,
Dell Computers.

Mr Cearbhall Ó Meadhra
Architect, Institute for Design
and Disability.

Mr Bob Quinn
Student in National College of
Ireland. Former President of
N. C. I. Students Union.

The legal committee of the Board met
regularly during the year and was chaired
by Carol Fawsitt.

The finance committee of the Board met
regularly during the year and was chaired
by Leonard Hurley.
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New priorities and new directions for the
Equality Authority are evident in the first
year of implementing the Strategic Plan
(2003 – 2005). The Plan reflects a strategic
approach to our broad mandate to combat
discrimination and to promote equality of
opportunity under the Employment
Equality Act, 1998 and the Equal Status Act,
2000. It seeks to combine our legal,
administration, research, development and
communication functions and resources to
best effect in: 

• building equality in service provision
that impacts on the quality of people’s
lives.

• contributing to a more accessible
workplace and labour market.

• developing ground specific initiatives on
the disability, race, Traveller, and family
status grounds.

• supporting the development of effective
equality strategies at national and local
level.

• addressing the specific situation and
experience of those within the nine
grounds faced with additional barriers
of poverty and exclusion.

• maintaining and developing the internal
structures and systems of the Equality
Authority.

A number of key understandings can be
identified that shape the approach to each
of these areas of work. These include an
understanding of:

• equality as requiring the prevention and
elimination of discrimination alongside
accommodating and making
adjustments for diversity and
proactively promoting equality through
positive action.

• diversity and difference as having
practical implication for workplace
practice and service provision and as
requiring a focus on people’s identity
(their values and beliefs), experience
(their relationship with the wider
society) and situation (their economic,
education, health and accommodation
status).

• the need for planned and systematic
approaches to equality to replace ad-
hoc, informal and reactive approaches.
Planned and systematic approaches
require an organisational equality
infrastructure including equality
policies, equality and diversity training,
equality reviews and action plans and
an equality committee.

• the capacity of a strategic enforcement
approach to equality legislation to
enhance the situation and experience of
both individuals who are covered under

From the Chief
Executive Officer



equality legislation and the groups they
belong to. Strategic enforcement
involves a combination of enforcement
and development initiatives, a
deployment of the full range of
enforcement powers available to the
Equality Authority and a strategic
approach to litigation and the type of
cases to be supported. Strategic
enforcement, if it is to be effective, also
has implications for the further
development of equality legislation to
combine a prohibition on discrimination
with proactive duties to promote
equality of opportunity.

The new Strategic Plan has been
implemented in a context of legislative
change. During 2003 the Equality Authority
expressed concern at the decision to place
discrimination cases involving licensed
premises under the jurisdiction of the
District Court. The Equality Authority
made a submission on this issue to the
Department of Justice, Equality and Law
Reform. The District Court will be able to
provide additional and dissuasive types of
redress. However it could involve a
reduction in the level of protection
available, given the investigative role of the
Equality Tribunal, the mediation service it
offers and the barriers that now arise in
relation to costs and procedures. Further
change in the equality legislation was also
promised on foot of work being done to

‘Strategic Plan 
2003-2005’ cover.

‘Schools and the
Equal Status Act’
report cover.

Niall Crowley, CEO,
Equality Authority
addresses the
audience at ‘Schools
and the Equal Status
Act’ launch.
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transpose the EU Equality Directives – the
‘Race’ Directive, the Framework
Employment Directive, and the Gender
Equal Treatment Directive – into Irish
legislation. Completion of this work should
mark an important development of both
the Employment Equality Act and the
Equal Status Act.

Within this context advances were made
in the strategic litigation pursued by the
Equality Authority. Significant successes
are evident in both the settlements and
the recommendations detailed in this
report. Under the Employment Equality
Act, 1998 the race ground emerged as the
largest ground for the first time due to the
very difficult experiences of migrant
workers in some sectors of the economy.
Progress was continued in a range of cases
on pregnancy related discrimination and
sexual harassment. High awards by the
Labour Court are sending out a strong
unequivocal message that pregnancy
related discrimination will not be
tolerated. A settlement reached by the
Equality Authority and a recommendation
of the Equality Tribunal set new standards
in relation to awards in the area of sexual
harassment.

Under the Equal Status Act ground,
breaking results were achieved in the first
motor insurance case which identified
that it is not acceptable to refuse a

quotation based solely on a person’s age
with no account taken of the person’s
particular circumstances. In the
settlement of a case against the
Department of Social and Family Affairs, a
gay couple were given access to the Free
Travel Scheme on a par with married and
opposite sex cohabiting couples. The first
case was initiated in relation to the
provisions on registered clubs under the
Act. This was in relation to the refusal by
the Portmarnock Golf Club to admit
women members. In the casefiles under
the Act, licensed premises remain the
largest focus alongside the emergence of a
significant focus on the provision of
educational establishments and of
accommodation in both the public and
private sectors.

Progress was made in a range of new areas
under the Strategic Plan. In particular,
work during 2003 focused on supporting
an equality focus in policy, provision and
governance in the education and health
sectors. Partnerships were developed with
key organisations in these sectors,
information initiatives were developed to
support a focus on the Equal Status Act
and on planned and systematic responses
to the provisions of the Act, and
communication strategies were developed
in each area. Particular highlights were
publication and dissemination of ‘Schools
and the Equal Status Act’ jointly with the



Department of Education and Science and
the initiation of an equal status review of
a range of health board services jointly
with the North Western Health Board with
support from the Department of Justice,
Equality and Law Reform.

2003 was European Year of People with
Disabilities. The Equality Authority was
concerned to support a lasting and
practical legacy from the valuable focus
such a year affords to disability issues.
A specific focus on making reasonable
accommodation for customers with
disabilities was developed. This
emphasised access to local services such
as libraries, banks, post offices, shops and
pharmacies. It was pursued in partnership
with national network organisation within
each of these sectors. A television
advertisement, prepared in partnership
with the European Year of People with
Disabilities, reflected a new departure by
the Equality Authority in seeking to
promote a wider understanding of key
concepts such as reasonable
accommodation.

The Sustaining Progress National
Agreement provided a stimulus for
significant new progress on equality
proofing. Equality proofing is an important
approach to inserting an equality focus in
all policies and programmes. It involves
testing out the impact of the policy or
programme at design stage on people

‘Library Access’
report cover.

Pictured at the launch
of the ‘Library Access’
report were: Mary
Keogh, Board member
of the Equality
Authority; Norma
McDermott, Director,
Library Council; Niall
Crowley, CEO, Equality
Authority and Karen
Erwin, Chairperson of
the Equality
Authority.

Reasonable
Accommodation
ad in the Special
Olympics 2003
publication.
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experiencing inequality across the nine
grounds covered by the legislation. The
Equality Authority worked on models for
an equality impact assessment with the
City and County Development Boards, for
equality proofing the National Action Plan
against Poverty and Social Exclusion with
the Office of Social Inclusion, and for
integrated poverty and equality proofing
with the Department of Justice, Equality
and Law Reform, the Department of Social
and Family Affairs and the Combat Poverty
Agency.

A final area of new progress made by the
Equality Authority is the full development
of our research capacity. A research
section has recruited new staff and
provides a valuable capacity for the
Equality Authority to contribute to a
knowledge base to assist in combating
discrimination and promoting equality of
opportunity and to support an equality
focus in workplace practice and service
provision.

Continuity has also been a feature of the
new Strategic Plan (2003-2005). During 2003
this has been most evident in the work
with the social partners, IBEC and
Congress, in promoting and supporting
workplace equality. The Framework
Committee on Equal Opportunities at the
Level of the Enterprise, the Work-Life
Balance Framework Committee and the
Anti-Racist Workplace Week provide the

key arenas within which this work is
advanced. These structures are a product
of the social partnership model. They have
made a key contribution to workplace
equality in supporting:

• a new knowledge base to underpin
evidence based decision-making on
workplace equality issues.

• the development of new materials to
shape and give direction to workplace
equality strategies.

• innovation on equality issues at the
level of enterprise through funding
schemes and pilot projects.

• the emergence of a support
infrastructure external to the workplace
with a capacity to support workplace
equality.

Finally, consolidation can also be identified
as a feature of 2003 for the Equality
Authority. The organisation has reached a
stable level of development with the
publication of its second Strategic Plan and
with the appointment of its second Board.
It is now working close to its full staff
complement and its full capacity as an
organisation. The level of demand has
been strategically managed to achieve a
plateau as can be evidenced by the work of
the Public Information Centre. The level is
high with 10,799 queries dealt with during
the year and with 65,109 publications
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downloaded from the website, but it is on
a par with 2002.

The staff of the Equality Authority can
look back on 2003 with some pride. It was
a year where they have demonstrated
significant endeavour, commitment and
creativity – a year of real achievement and
notable success. They are to be
congratulated for this and can look back
on 2003 with satisfaction.

Niall Crowley, CEO
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Introduction

The Equality Authority worked on 1353
files in 2003, 559 under the Employment
Equality Act, 1998, 2 under the
Employment Equality Act, 1977 and 792
under the Equal Status Act, 2000. This
represents an increase of 69 files since
2002. However, the figures need to be
viewed in a context where a large amount
of claims are not supported by the Equality
Authority on foot of the revised criteria.

Discrimination on the race and Traveller
grounds dominate the casefiles of the
Equality Authority under both the
Employment Equality Act, 1998 and the
Equal Status Act, 2000. The extent and
seriousness of the issues raised in the
casefiles highlight the necessity for a
comprehensive implementation of the EU
Race Directive.

Employment Equality

The complaint details reveal that working
conditions has become the largest area of
complaint at 32% of all claims. Complaints
in relation to dismissal now constitute the
second biggest area at 18%, with
complaints in relation to access, the third
biggest area at 15%.

For the first time the ground of race is the
largest category of casefiles at 30%. The

gender ground is now the second largest
category, disability the third largest
category and age the fourth largest
category. The number of claims made on
the grounds of marital status, family
status, sexual orientation and religion 
remains low.

Migrant Workers

The growth in the number of files on the
ground of race is significant. Working
conditions is the largest category of
complaint under this ground followed by
dismissal and access to employment.

The files reveal breaches of employment
protective legislation including excessive
working hours, no payment for overtime,
illegal deductions from pay, lack of holiday
pay, harassment and dismissal. Some
employers provide overcrowded,
substandard accommodation and others
deduct excessive rent from salaries. The
current work permit system can leave
some migrant workers vulnerable to
exploitation. In a number of cases
employees were unwilling to take action
because they feared that the employer
would not reapply for a work permit. In
one case the employer required the
payment of a substantial sum of money by
the employee before the employer
obtained the work permit. A female
employee who was sexually harassed felt

Casework Report
2003
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she could not leave or protest because of
her employer holding the work permit.
Female migrant workers who become
pregnant or seek maternity leave are also
particularly vulnerable.

The position of migrant workers who work
in private households was highlighted in
the 2002 Annual Report. Section 37(5) of
the Employment Equality Act, 1998
exempts employment in private
households. Some serious cases of
discrimination encountered by the
Equality Authority arise in relation to
migrant workers employed as
childminders and carers in people’s
homes. During 2003, the Equality Authority
was unable to take any action in respect of
this because of the exemption.

Sexual Harassment 

Two cases involving serious sexual
harassment resulted in the payment of
substantial compensation. Under the
Employment Equality Act, 1998, a claimant
who has a gender discrimination claim
has the option of referring the claim to the
Equality Tribunal (or Labour Court if it is a
claim for discriminatory dismissal) or the
Circuit Court. The maximum
compensation that can be awarded by the
Equality Tribunal or the Labour Court is
two year’s salary. There is no ceiling on the
compensation that can be awarded by the
Circuit Court.

In one claim the employee opted to go to
the Circuit Court. The case was resolved by
the payment to her of a substantial sum
which was equivalent to 2 1/2 years salary.
In another claim the employee opted to go
to the Equality Tribunal. The Equality
Officer considered that the case merited
an order for the maximum amount of
compensation. The Equality Officer stated
“In making such an order I am constrained
by the amount paid per week to the
complainant and the statutory ceiling on
compensation”. This case is significant not
just because the maximum amount of
compensation payable was awarded but
also because the Respondent argued
unsuccessfully that a reduced level of
liability attached to an employer where
the employers are acting in a voluntary
capacity.

Pregnancy Discrimination

In 2002 the Equality Authority highlighted
the quiet revolution that had occurred in
relation to remedies afforded by the
Labour Court to dismissed pregnant
workers whereby women who had been
dismissed because of pregnancy and
brought claims to the Labour Court under
the Employment Equality Act, 1998 were
receiving the equivalent of approximately
a year’s salary. In 2003 the Labour Court
continued to send out the strong
unequivocal message that discrimination



against pregnant workers would not be
tolerated and that employers who
discriminate will have to pay substantial
financial compensation. In one example,
Fox -v- Peking House ED/01/53, the Labour
Court awarded compensation of €25,000 to
be paid to the complainant for dismissal
on the grounds of pregnancy.

Disability

The Equality Authority has argued that the
protection afforded in the Employment
Equality Act, 1998 applies to people
employed in sheltered workshops. This
issue arose in one file which was settled.

The Labour Court is also sending
unequivocal messages that discrimination
on grounds of disability will not be
tolerated. In one example, in A Restaurant
-v- A Worker EEDO38, the Labour Court
awarded €7,500 to a waitress who was
dismissed because of her epilepsy at a
time when she was fully competent and
fully capable of performing the duties of
her employment.

Age

In Dunbar -v- Good Counsel College (DEC
E2003 051) the complainant stated that he
had been discriminated against on the
grounds of age on the basis of a circular
which provided that where candidates

Ann Lawlor
Legal Section, The Equality Authority

The Legal Section provides advice and
assistance to individuals who experience
discriminatory treatment under the
Employment Equality Act, 1998 and the
Equal Status Act, 2000. Cases that come
within the criteria are usually referred to
this section from our Public Information
Centre. All cases referred to us result in
follow up action - for example,
telephone contact, correspondence,
personal consultation, counsel’s opinion,
provision of advice and representation of
complainants at hearings of the cases. In
some cases the complaints can be
resolved without pursuing the matter
through the legal process.

In the Legal Section we process
applications for assistance in bringing
proceedings under the equality
legislation on the basis of criteria
established from time to time by the
Board of the Equality Authority. The
decision to grant assistance, subject to
these criteria, has been delegated to the
CEO. Where representation is granted we
provide legal assistance to those making
complaints of discrimination in cases of
strategic importance. Someone who is
dissatisfied with the decision of the CEO
can have the matter reviewed by our
Board. As we cannot provide

Equality 
for everyone 

cont. overleaf



ranked equal in terms of length of service,
the candidate’s date of birth shall
determine seniority. The Equality Officer
found that he had been discriminated
against and ordered the Respondent to
take immediate action with the relevant
organisations to identify how it should
proceed in future where two or more
candidates are equal in terms of seniority
following the application of the
appropriate Circulars etc, and that it
should adopt this as its policy on that
issue.

Traveller Community

In Sweeney -v- John McHale Ltd (DEC
E2003 050) the Equality Officer found that
the complainant was summarily turned
down for a position with the respondent
sawmill because of his membership of the
Traveller community. The Respondent had
stated that he wanted to recruit foreign
workers either with or without experience.
The Equality Officer considered it
untenable that a respondent should seek
to rely on another discriminatory ground.
He ordered the payment of €3,000
compensation. The level of the award and
the reasons for the level is a cause of
concern. The Equality Officer stated “In
deciding on a compensation amount I am
bearing in mind that the vacancy in
question was an unskilled labouring

representation to everyone who
contacts us, we seek to take on cases of
strategic importance which will
establish new precedents. This section
also provides advice to trades unions
where an employee is taking a case
through their union.

The types of assistance we provide may
include: 

• Assessment of complaint including
legal advice.

• Advice in relation to running a case.

• Preparation and issuing of a letter of
complaint to the Respondent alleged
to be responsible for the
discrimination in employment cases.

• Written notification to Respondents
in Equal Status cases.

• Advice/assistance with referral of a
complaint to the ODEI – the Equality
Tribunal and Labour Court.

• Lodging of claims with ODEI – the
Equality Tribunal, Labour Court and
Circuit Court.

• Advice on mediation.

• Legal representation.
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position”. However the Employment
Equality Act, 1998 makes no distinction as
to the types of work involved in a case
other than imposing a ceiling on the
compensation payable.

Practice and Procedures

A number of recommendations were
issued dealing with practice and
procedure. An application for extension of
time was the issue involved in the Labour
Court recommendation of Gaelscoil
Thulach na nOg and Joyce Fitzsimmons –
Markey (REE/02/4 Decision No. 034). The
time limit was extended for lodging the
claim due to the circumstances that had
prevented the claimant from lodging the
complaint within the time limit.

The issue of when the 42 days time limit
runs from for the purposes of an appeal to
the Labour Court was considered in the
Labour Court recommendations - Dunnes
Stores -v- Madeline Boylan EDA035 and
Wineport Lakeshore Restaurant -v-
Dympna Minaguchi EDA034. The 42 days
was deemed to run from the date the
decision was made by the Equality Officer.

The Labour Court found that it did not
have power to substitute one “Respondent
for another” or to join another party as co-
respondent. This was considered by the
Labour Court in Resonance Limited -v-
Rachel Coleman, EED 03 11.

Access to Employment 

Problems with the maximum
compensation that can be awarded by the
Equality Tribunal in cases involving access
to employment (if the employee is not in
employment at the time) were highlighted
in 2002 Annual Report. The effectiveness of
the Employment Equality Act, 1998 in this
regard is limited as the maximum that can
be awarded is €12,700 irrespective of the
severity of the discrimination or the
circumstances involved. Employers are
aware that if they discriminate in relation
to access to employment they will only be
liable for low levels of compensation in
this regard. This issue means that it is
difficult to achieve settlements or
casework outcomes that reflect the
financial loss incurred by the claimant.
This is reflected in the settlements
achieved during the year.
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Gender Ground

1 Mary Conroy -v- PRK Logistics Ltd
Labour Court. Determination No.
EED039. Successful.

2 Siobhan Finnerty -v- Dollymount Creche
Labour Court. Determination No.
EED034. Successful.

3 Michelle Fox -v- Mr. Kwok Lee and Mrs. Yuk
Lui Lee T/A Peking House
Labour Court. Determination No.
EED036. Successful.

4 An Employee -v- An Employer
Equality Tribunal. DEC-E 2003-027
Successful.

5 Rachel Coleman -v- Resonance
Labour Court - ED/02/30
Determination No EED0311
Unsuccessful.

6 Laura Fearn -v- Emerald Cleaning Company
Equality Tribunal. DEC-E-2003/037
Successful.

7 Jacqui McCarthy -v- Dublin City Council
Labour Court. Order No. EE0031.
Unsuccessful.

8 Mary Brown -v- Eason & Son Ltd
Labour Court. Determination No.
EDA036. Unsuccessful.

9 Sheila Wilson -v- Adelaide and Meath
Hospitals
Labour Court. Determination EDA037.
Decision of Equality Officer Upheld.

10 Dympna Minaguchi -v- Wineport Lakeshore
Restaurant
Labour Court. Determination No.
EDA034. Unsuccessful.

11 Bridget Gertrude Boland -v- Eircom Ltd
Labour Court. Determination No.
DEE031. Successful.

12 Bridget Gertrude Boland -v- Eircom Ltd
Labour Court. Order No. EEO032.

13 Anne Mason -v- Winston’s Jewellers
Labour Court. Determination No. EED
032. Unsuccessful.

Disability Ground

1 A Worker -v- A Restaurant
Labour Court. Determination No.
EED038. Successful.

2 Madeline Boylan -v- Dunnes Stores
Labour Court. Determination No. EDA
035. Successful.

Race Ground

1 Jennifer Hewson -v- Locaboat
Labour Court. Determination No.
EED0312. Unsuccessful.

2 Dr. Hazra -v- Waterford Regional Hospital
Equality Tribunal. DEC-E2003-044.
Unsuccessful.

Employment Equality
Recommendations in cases 
where the Equality Authority
provided assistance



Traveller Community

1 Martin Sweeney -v- Saehan Media Ireland
Equality Tribunal. DEC-E2003-017.
Unsuccessful.

2 Martin Sweeney -v- John McHale Ltd
Equality Tribunal. DEC-E2003-050.
Unsuccessful.

3 John O’Leary -v- Valen Construction Ltd
Labour Court. Determination No.
EED031. Unsuccessful.

Family Status

1 Joyce Fitzsimmons Markey -v- Gaelscoil
Thulach Na nOg
Labour Court. REE/02/4 Decision No. 034.
Successful.

Age

1 George Dunbar -v- Good Counsel College
Equality Tribunal. DEC-E2003-051.
Successful.

Work Against Racism
poster 2003.

‘Achieving Equality in
Intercultural Workplaces’,
report cover.

Speaking at the launch of Anti-
Racist Workplace Week 2003: 
Shalini Sinha, Consultant on
equality issues, independent
producer, counsellor and
journalist.

Pictured at the launch of Anti-
Racist Workplace Week 2003,
below, left to right: Liam
Kellegher, Chief Executive CIF;
Karen Erwin, Chairperson,
Equality Authority; Pat Delaney,
Director SFA; Mr. Michael
McDowell, TD, Minister for
Justice, Equality & Law Reform;
Shalini Sinha, Consultant; Joe
McDonagh, Chairperson Know
Racism; Brendan Mackin,
President, ICTU; Brian
Geoghegan, IBEC.
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Gender Ground 

1 Claim for equal pay against a company.
Case settled.

2 Sexual harassment. Case settled for 2
1/2 years salary.

3 Pregnancy discriminatory working
conditions case was settled and the
woman received €4,500 in
compensation.

4 Claimant who worked on a contract
basis, suffered discriminatory treatment
in the company arising from her
pregnancy. The claimant’s contract had
not been renewed on the completion of
her maternity leave. Settled on basis of
payment of €12,000 to claimant.

5 The complainant alleged discrimination
on the gender ground in relation to
access to employment. The respondent
accepted that the complainant had
been discriminated against on the
gender ground in relation to access to
employment and apologised for any
distress caused by the discrimination.
The respondent agreed to pay the
complainant €4,000 compensation for
the effects of the discrimination.

6 The claimant’s case involved
deterioration of her working conditions
and subsequent dismissal following
notification of her pregnancy. The case 

was settled on the basis of a payment
of €11,500.

7 Advertisement for position of
‘Doorman’ in two provincial
newspapers. Employer gave
commitment to use gender-neutral
term in re-advertising the position. Both
newspapers apologised and agreed to
re-advertise the position if requested by
the employer.

8 Settlement reached on day of hearing in
relation to a claim of sexual harassment
when the respondents agreed to pay
the claimant €13,000 in compensation.
The claimant had been sexually
harassed by a client of the respondent
and they had failed in their obligation
to properly investigate her complaint.

Race Ground

1 Dismissed from job as independent
contractor salesman when Irish
colleague in same circumstances was
retained. Settled following issue of
Labour Court proceedings by Equality
Authority for €4,500.

2 Three Filipino nurses who failed
temporary registration assessments by
the hospital had no appeal mechanism
in place. Since the Equality Authority’s
intervention, An Bord Altranais have
changed this and now there is an
appeal system in place.

Employment Equality
Settlements
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3 Equal Pay – case settled for €1,200.

4 Working conditions, equal pay and
dismissal. Case settled for €7,000.

5 Access to promotion. Complaint by a
doctor against a Health Board. Case
settled for a substantial sum of money.

Race/Religion Grounds

1 Muslim woman who was refused access
to Employment because she was
wearing a Hyjab and long gown was
settled following a settlement meeting
with the employer when he offered her
the position.

Disability Ground

1 Visually impaired receptionist
dismissed after 3 days ‘trial’. Settled for
€5,000 following issue of Labour Court
proceedings.

2 The claimant, who is deaf, applied for a
permanent position in a financial
institution. She requested that her
application for the permanent position
be based on practical skills and
experience rather than the I.Q. test
which had not been adapted to meet
the needs of a deaf person. A
settlement was reached through
mediation. This resulted in:

• The provision of appropriate signing
facilities.

• Professional proofing of aptitude test
to comply with the Employment
Equality Act, 1998.

• Appointment to the permanent
position.

• Payment of €4,000 along with arrears
of salary.

3 Dismissal after 3 days on temporary
contract with large financial institution
because of having epilepsy. Case settled
for €6,000.

4 Complainant had Turner’s Syndrome
and was short in stature. Shortly after
she commenced work she was harassed
by her supervisor and was called a
“midget”. Despite an apology being
given by the supervisor the harassment
continued and made her working
environment extremely stressful.
Despite repeated complaints to
management the harassment did not
cease. She eventually felt that she had
no option but to leave the company.
This disability harassment case was
settled when the employee received
€1,500 in compensation. The employer
also had to develop Equality Policies
which it forwarded to the Equality
Authority.

5 Employer had challenged applicability
of the Act to sheltered workshop and



employee had been receiving very low
pay in addition to disability allowance.
Employee accepted financial settlement
and agreement to other specified terms
including reviews of employer’s policies.

6 Claimant had been working on an
Employment Integration Project which
was funded by FAS and administered by
a Health Board. The aim of the project
was to prepare people with disabilities
for employment. The project was
subsequently replaced by a new
Supported Employment Scheme which
employed able bodied people. The
claimant was not offered employment
with the new scheme. Following
negotiations by the Equality Authority,
the claimant was offered permanent
employment as a clerical officer with
the Health Board under the 3%
Employment Target for People with
Disabilities in Public Bodies.

7 The claimant applied for a position as
temporary general worker with a
company in January 2003. He was called
for interview. The claimant
subsequently received an offer of
employment and the offer was subject
to a successful medical examination. At
the medical, the claimant informed the
doctor that he suffered from high blood
pressure in January 1993 and that he
has remained on medication since that
time. The claimant informed the doctor

EQUALITY
IN DIVERSITY
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what medication he was on. The doctor
checked the claimant’s blood pressure
and informed him that there was no
problem with his blood pressure. The
claimant then received a letter from the
company stating that he had not
passed the pre-employment medical
and that he was not being offered the
position of temporary general worker.
On contacting the doctor, the claimant
was informed that he had passed the
medical for temporary work but his
reservations were that he might
develop diabetes in the future.

The case was settled for €7,500 after
the complaint was lodged with the
Equality Tribunal.

Age Ground

1 Advertising – advertisement for
salesperson which stated that
candidates should be “young, confident
and enthusiastic” indicating an
intention to discriminate on the age
ground. Apology and re-advertisement
after Equality Authority intervention.

2 Access to employment. At the interview
there were inappropriate questions
asked. The claimant was asked a
number of times for his age. The
Company had also sought his age from
the recruitment company. This

constituted less favourable treatment
under the Act and at mediation agreed
to pay the complainant €9,000.

Sexual Orientation

1 Employment on a Community
Employment Scheme. Complainant was
harassed and questions were asked
relating to his sexual orientation. He
was asked by his supervisor to confirm
whether or not rumours to the effect
that he was gay were correct. When he
told the supervisor that this was none
of his business he was asked directly by
the supervisor to state if he was gay.
The supervisor also asked other
participants on the course if he was gay
after he refused to answer this
question. When the supervisor had
received confirmation from the other
participants he again asked him if he
was gay. Case settled for €400.

2 In a large solicitors firm, an employee
who was out sick was not allowed to
return to work by his employers when
he informed them that he was H.I.V
positive. The employer wanted to
disclose his condition to all partners of
the firm. This case was settled on the
basis of partners agreeing to keep it
confidential and his being allowed back
to work to finish his apprenticeship.



Traveller community Ground

1 Dismissal – complaint against a Health
Board. Case settled for €5,000.

A selection of reports
commissioned by the
Research Section:

‘Travellers’ Experiences
of Labour Market
Programmes’ by Pearn
Kandola Occupational
Psychologists.

‘Disability and Labour
Market Participation’
by Breda Gannon and
Brian Nolan.

‘Accommodating
Diversity in Labour
Market Programmes’
by WRC Social &
Economic Consultants.
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Public Sector

A substantial number of Equality Authority
casefiles under the Equal Status Act
concern allegations of discrimination
across a wide range of grounds against
public bodies, including government
departments, health boards and local
authorities. There are a total of 171
casefiles in relation to public bodies. This
highlights the need for public bodies to
equality proof their policies, practices and
procedures to assess their impact across
the nine grounds and to ensure they
contribute to equality and do not
discriminate. The development of a
statutory equivalent to that which exists in
Northern Ireland in the public sector to
have due regard to equality in carrying out
their functions would assist.

Licensed Premises

Access to licensed premises still
constitutes the biggest category of case
files. The claims relate to nine of the
discriminatory grounds. One cause of
concern arises in relation to the
recommendations made by the Equality
Tribunal. The maximum that can be
awarded in compensation under the Equal
Status Act, 2000 is €6,350. The Equal Status
Act, 2000 has now been in operation since
October 2000. Low awards would have

been expected in the early years. However
in 2003, cases involving serious
discrimination only merited low awards. In
Stokes, O’Reilly and O’Reilly -v- The 79 Inn
(DC S2003 117/119) two successful
claimants received less than a sixth of the
maximum that could be awarded and the
third less than a quarter of the maximum.
In one claim the Equality Officer awarded
€65 for a victimisation claim (Collins -v-
Campions Bar, DEC S2003 071) while in
others, sums of €600 and €300 were
awarded. Low levels of compensation do
not constitute an effective remedy and are
not dissuasive.

Education

The second largest area of casefiles relate
to schools and educational establishments.
There are files on this issue in relation to
eight of the discriminatory grounds. The
disability ground makes up the largest
category, followed by the Traveller
community ground. The figures in this
area represent a significant increase on
2002. Issues of access to schools,
harassment in educational establishments
and failure to reasonably accommodate
pupils with disabilities predominate in
these casefiles.

Equal Status
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Gender

The largest category of files on the gender
ground relate to golf clubs. The Equality
Authority in 2003 instituted proceedings
under Section 8 of the Equal Status Act,
2000, seeking a declaration that
Portmarnock Golf Club is a discriminatory
club. This was the first time that such an
application was made. A claim against
Bray Golf Club was settled.

Family Status

In Travers and Maunsell -v- The Ball Alley
House (DEC S2003 109/110) the Equality
Officer of the Equality Tribunal found that
the claimants were discriminated against
on the family status ground when they
were asked to leave the premises solely
because Ms Travers was holding a sleeping
nine month old baby in her arms. In Curtis
-v- Lotamore Ltd (DEC S2003 154) the
claimant was forced to leave the
restaurant as she was accompanied by her
infant daughter. The provisions of the
Intoxicating Liquor Act, 2003 now affords
licensees discretion in this regard.

Insurance

The largest category of casefiles on access
to insurance relate to the ground of age.
Ross -v- Royal & Sun Alliance was the first
successful recommendation on the issue.

The claimant was refused a quotation
because of his age (77). The Equality
Officer said that while there was a case to
be made for a company quoting
proportionately higher premiums to older
drivers based on the results of their
actuarial reviews, the complete refusal of
a quotation based solely on a person’s age
was not acceptable.

Disability 

The disability ground made up the second
largest ground in casefiles under the Equal
Status Act, 2000. A failure to make
reasonable accommodation of customers
with disabilities was a major issue. In
Barnes -v- John Adams Hairstylists (DEC
S2003 121) the Equality Officer found that
the respondent had discriminated against
the complainant on the disability ground.
She found that the respondent had
provided no evidence to show that any
effort was made to facilitate the
complainant in order to accommodate her,
or that the provision of any special facility
required would entail anything other than
the most minimal of cost.

Sexual Orientation

The Department of Social and Family
Affairs refused to issue a Free Travel Pass
(under the Free Travel Scheme) to the



cohabiting partner of a gay man. Following
intervention by the Equality Authority the
Department accepted that the refusal was
in breach of the Equal Status Act, 2000 and
a Free Travel Pass was issued to the
partner and both men received €1,500
each in compensation. The new Social
Welfare Bill, 2004 will roll back this
outcome by relying on Section 14 of the
Equal Status Act, 2000, which provides an
exemption in relation to any action that is
required by an enactment.

Traveller community

The Traveller community ground is the
largest ground in the casefiles under the
Equal Status Act. Casefiles relate to access
to licensed premises, schools,
accommodation and shops. The Equality
Authority was involved in a number of
recommendations and settlements
involving the Traveller community ground.
In Bridget O’Brien -v- Iarnród Eireann (DEC
S2003 029), Mrs O’Brien, who was
suspected by Iarnród Eireann of the theft
of another passenger’s luggage, was
awarded €2,500 by the Equality Tribunal.
Mrs O’Brien, who was travelling from
Killarney to Dublin on the train, was not
approached by the ticket collector
regarding the alleged theft prior to the
Gardai being called. The train was stopped
in Portlaoise to allow Gardai question Mrs

Jim Ross

In 1999, the insurance company that I had
used for 20 years stopped doing motor
insurance. I was 76 at the time, and my
insurance cost for Third Party Fire & Theft
was £368. My broker had shopped around
on my behalf, and the only company that
would give them a quote was Church &
General. It was expensive (£537 for Third
Party Fire & Theft), but no other company
would even quote me because of my age.
The following year it went up to £680 -
simply because I was older. In the
meantime I rang various insurance
companies looking for a cheaper quote,
but none of them would quote me at all.
I’m 40 years driving, accident-free with
seven years No Claims Bonus! How could
someone decide that because I had
reached a certain age, I was too old to
drive?

I contacted a number of TDs and
organisations - the Irish Senior Citizens’
Parliament, the National Executive
Committee of SIPTU’s Retired Members,
the Insurance Ombudsman and the
Equality Authority. The Equality Authority
met me and said that I could take a case
against Royal and Sun Alliance. In the
meantime I got insurance from Quinn
Direct in 2001 (Third Party Fire & Theft for
£440.76) but I decided to go ahead, even

Equality 
for everyone 

cont. overleaf



O’Brien and she was escorted from the
train, questioned on the platform and her
bag searched. Despite the fact Mrs O’Brien
did not have the stolen luggage in her
possession, she never received an apology
following her ordeal.

Written Notification

The written notification provision of the
Equal Status Act 2000 has proven
problematic. The Equality Authority was
unable to provide assistance in a number
of cases of serious discrimination on
account of the applicant having failed to
comply with the requirement in the Equal
Status Act, 2000 to furnish the respondent
with a written notification within two
months of the most recent occurrence of
the discrimination.

Statutory Exemption

Section 14 of the Equal Status Act, 2000
provides an exemption for any action
required by other legislation. In a number
of casefiles the Equality Authority was
unable to provide assistance in claims of
discrimination against government
departments due to this exemption.

though it would have been very
demoralising to lose! 

The other side admitted they had an
over 70’s policy but tried to defend it.
They weren’t successful.

I was awarded €2,000, but it’s not
about the money. Age doesn’t stop you
being able to drive a car. I decided that
I had to prove a point. You’ve got to
fight for your rights – whatever 
your age!
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Membership of the Traveller
Community

1 Bridget Collins -v- Campions Public House
Equality Tribunal. DEC S2003 071.
Successful.

2 Kathleen McDonagh -v- The Red Cove Inn
Equality Tribunal. DEC S2003 044.
Successful.

3 Patrick Reilly -v- The Foxhunter Pub
Equality Tribunal. DEC S2003 026.
Successful.

4 Pat Ward -v- Fox’s Bar
Equality Tribunal. DEC S2003 057.
Successful.

5 McDonagh -v- Davitts Public House
Equality Tribunal. DEC S2003 021 023.
Successful.

6 Bridget O’Brien -v- Iarnrod Eireann
Equality Tribunal. DEC S2003 029.
Successful.

7 Michael & Margaret McCarthy -v- Bowler’s
Rest Bar, Cork
Equality Tribunal. DEC S2003 053/054.
Unsuccessful.

8 Mary Mongan, Edward Mongan, Patrick
Reilly & Bridget Reilly -v- Kingston Inns
Ltd., t/a Downey’s Pub, Dublin
Equality Tribunal. DEC S2003 030/033.
Unsuccessful.

9 Colette Smyth -v- Regdale Ltd., t/a 79 Inn,
Dublin
Equality Tribunal. DEC S2003 047.
Unsuccessful.

10 Martin Stokes and Edward and Ann O’Reilly
-v- The 79 Inn
Equality Tribunal. DEC S2003 117/119.
Successful.

11 Willie Collins -v- The Village Inn
Equality Tribunal. DEC S2003 120.
Successful.

12 Mr. Martin Reilly -v- The Dead Mans Inn
Equality Tribunal. DEC S2003 024.
Successful.

13 McCann, Collins & Thirty one others -v-
Eircom Ltd.
Equality Tribunal. DEC S2003 076/108.
Unsuccessful.

14 Mary McCarthy -v- The Laneway Bar
Equality Tribunal. DEC S2003 133.
Successful.

Race
1 Bukola Ogunalde & Sola Oyefeso -v-

Michael Guiney Limited, Cork
Equality Tribunal. DEC S2003 016/017.
Unsuccessful.

Age
1 Jim Ross -v- Royal & Sun Alliance Insurance

Equality Tribunal. DEC S2003 116.
Successful.

Disability
1 Alison Barnes -v- John Adams Hair Stylists

Equality Tribunal. DEC S2003 121.
Successful.

Equal Status
Recommendations in cases where
the Equality Authority provided
assistance 



Family Status
1 Melanie Curtis -v- Lotamore Ltd. t/a The

Barn Restaurant
Equality Tribunal. DEC S2003 154.
Successful.

2 Grainne Travers & Timothy Maunsell -v-
The Ball Alley House
Equality Tribunal. DEC S2003 109/110.
Successful.

Cover of ‘Minority
Ethnic People with
Disabilities in
Ireland’ report.

Dr. Katherine Zappone
speaking at the
launch of 
‘Re-thinking
Identities’ and
‘Accommodating
Diversity’.

Maria Pierce; 
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Zappone, Karen
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Equality Authority
and Niall Crowley,
CEO of the Equality
Authority at the
launch of 
‘Re-thinking
Identities’ and
‘Accommodating
Diversity’.
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Disability

1 The construction of a ramp at a bank
after Equality Authority intervention.

2 Refused access to public house because
she was accompanied by her guide dog.
€2,000 compensation paid.

3 Access to education, services and
assessment by Health Board. The Health
Board were providing no facilities to
two children with disabilities despite
recommendations from the professional
concerned. Settlement after Equality
Authority intervention, two children
now receiving appropriate education.

4 Wheelchair facilities lacking at public
building. Disabled parking bays are
outside the gate and if a person using a
wheelchair tries to get from there to the
public building ramp, it is not possible
as there are several ‘lips’ - one from the
road to the footpath, the second from
the path to the entrance. Resolved after
Equality Authority intervention with
lower flagstones and levelling of access
from road to pavement.

5 A blind woman with a guide dog who
was refused a room in a hotel was
subsequently provided with
accommodation following intervention
of the Equality Authority.

6 County Council refused to process an
application for a Disabled Persons Grant

owing to the level of approved grant
applications on hand and the resources
available to the County Council.
Following intervention by the Equality
Authority, the County Council
confirmed that the grant application
would be processed.

7 Claimant has dyslexia and was refused
access to a degree course for which she
had initially been accepted. Following
intervention by the Equality Authority
the college agreed to offer her a place
and she has accepted this offer.

8 Failure to provide sign language
interpreter for claimant’s appearances
in court and also for consultations with
his solicitor. Case resolved as sign
language interpretation facilities
provided.

9 The claimant’s daughter who is
profoundly deaf attends mainstream
primary school. Her daughter has a
cochlear earplant in one ear and a
hearing aid in the other ear. The
Department of Education & Science
policy is to provide hearing aids for deaf
children attending school. A radio aid
was not suitable for the claimant’s
child. The claimant requested the
Department of Education & Science to
provide an alternative suitable system
(sound-field system) for her daughter.
The sound field system costs

Equal Status 
Settlements
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approximately the same as a radio aid.
The request was denied. The claimant
notified the Department of Education
and Science that she had contacted the
Equality Authority. Following advice
from the Equality Authority and
completion of an ODEI 5 form to the
Department, the Department informed
the claimant that her daughter will be
provided with the sound field system.

Disability & Gender

1 Parents contacted the Equality
Authority on behalf of their visually
impaired daughter who had no access
to Second Level education after the
school she had been attending was
closed. The only school suitable to her
needs was an all male school which
was co-educational only for 1st, 2nd
and 3rd year students. The school
would not enrol 5th or 6th year
students as no provision had been
made to accommodate them. On behalf
of the claimants the Equality Authority
sent the Department and the school a
notification of an intention to lodge a
complaint under the Equal Status Act,
2000. The parents then lodged an appeal
under S.29 of the Education Act, 1998
following which the Department of
Education and Science agreed to enrol
the claimant in the school. The school

then arranged a day of orientation
where she was shown around the
school and met with the teachers.

2 Parents took a case on behalf of their
hearing impaired daughter who had no
access to appropriate primary school
education. The only school suitable to
her needs was an all male school which
was refusing to enrol her. The Equality
Authority lodged a complaint with the
Equality Tribunal and convened a
meeting with the official of the
Department of Education and Science
responsible for special needs. The
parents lodged an appeal under S.29 of
the Education Act, 1998. The
Department then directed the school to
enrol the claimant and agreed to
provide her with a Special Needs
Assistant. The Department also agreed
to provide the resources needed by the
school to accommodate the claimant.

Gender

1 A school uniform policy prohibited a
boy from wearing earrings to school.
The policy was changed after
intervention from the Equality
Authority.

2 Complaint against Bray Golf Club was
settled on the basis of: 
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• Transfer fees were substantially
lowered and all women full members
were refunded the difference in fees.

• Playing times were changed so that
all full members have equal access to
course.

• The waiting list for women wanting
to become full members was
abolished.

• All associated members wishing to
become full members were
automatically accepted.

• Access was provided to Snooker
Room.

Family Status and Gender

1 A woman was breast-feeding her child
at a Feis and was asked not to breast-
feed in public by the organisers. An
apology was given and members were
made aware of the fact that, any
mother who breast-feeds at a Feis is
quite entitled to do so.

Family Status

1 Refused accommodation due to her
Family Status because she had a child.
Case settled for €500 plus equality
policy put in place in the Estate Agency.

Religion

1 Access to a Catholic School was denied
to a child who was non-Catholic. Advice
was given by the Equality Authority and
a successful appeal was made to the
school. As a result the child was
admitted to the school.

Race

1 Apology and €1,000 contribution to
charity of complainant’s choice was
made following intervention of Equality
Authority in the case of access being
refused to a bar.

Race and Gender

1 It was brought to the attention of the
Equality Authority that An Post had
issued a discriminatory notice to staff,
alerting them to the fact that “non
national customers who are black and
generally male” might attempt to open
a savings account using forged
documents with the intent to commit
fraud. After correspondence and
meetings between the Equality
Authority and An Post over a number of
months, An Post agreed to change its
procedures and the discriminatory
notice was withdrawn and replaced by
a notice outlining new, non-
discriminatory procedures for dealing
with the opening of new accounts and
cheque lodgements.



Traveller Community

1 Case related to refusal to admit a
member of the Traveller community to
a pub on the grounds that she was not
a “regular”. Her friend was also refused
re-admittance on the basis of her
association with a member of the
Traveller community. Case settled on
basis of payment of €1,250 each.

2 The three complainants alleging
discrimination in relation to the refusal
of service in the respondent’s licensed
premises. The respondents accepted
that a mistake was made on the night
in question and that the complainants
suffered distress and humiliation as a
result. As a gesture of goodwill, the
respondent agreed to provide the
complainant with a letter of apology
and paid each complainant the sum of
€500 in full and final settlement of the
case.

3 A Traveller was refused access to a
shop. The case was settled with €300
payment to Traveller Support Group.

4 Access to suitable accommodation
refused by a local authority. Tenancy of
a four bedroom house offered after
Equality Authority intervention.

5 Six complainants in a case in relation to
access to a night club. The
complainants were unsuccessful.

Some Equality
Authority ads
published 
in 2003.
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The case was appealed and later settled
for €3,000 (€500 each).

6 The claimant was turned down for the
special grants to Travellers for the first
time purchase of a house. After
correspondence from the Equality
Authority the Local Authority agreed
she was entitled to it.

7 A barman refused to serve the claimant
stating he was only serving regulars
and also added that he didn’t like the
way the claimant spoke to him. The
claimant told the barman he had been
there several times before with his wife
and family for food and drink. This case
was settled for €500 prior to the
hearing before the Equality Tribunal.

8 The complainants, husband and wife
and both members of the Traveller
community had frequented a licensed
premises for a number of years. One of
the complainants was an elected public
representative and attended meetings
of the public body which were held at
the premises. The premises changed
hands. The complainants went to the
premises as usual and were refused
service. When asked for an explanation
they were told that the premises were
trying to build up business.

The case settled and the complainants
received €2,000 each and a written
apology.

9 Parents of four Traveller children with
disabilities contacted the Equality
Authority to complain that they had
been denied access to a secondary
school on the basis of their disability
and membership of the Traveller
Community. The matter was resolved
with their children being admitted to
the school and appropriate resources
being provided.

Sexual Orientation

1 The Department of Social and Family
Affairs refused to issue a Free Travel
Pass (under the Free Travel Scheme) to
the co-habiting partner of a gay man.
Following intervention by the Equality
Authority, the Free Travel Pass was
issued to his partner and both men
received €1,500 each in compensation.
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Employment Equality - Casework Activity

Employment Gender Marital Family Sexual Religious Age Disability Race T.C. Mixed Total

Equality Act Status Status Orientation Belief

Access to
Employment 6 0 0 2 3 14 25 22 5 6 83

Access to 
Promotion 15 0 0 0 0 9 7 1 0 6 38

Access to
Training 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 3 0 0 7

Working
Conditions 43 2 6 4 1 11 24 77 0 10 178

Harassment 8 2 0 2 0 2 11 8 0 8 41

Dismissal 32 0 1 4 0 4 16 34 4 8 103

Equal Pay 19 1 0 0 0 2 1 12 0 0 35

Sexual
Harassment 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 28

Victimisation 7 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 4 15

Advertising 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 5

Advice 4 1 0 1 0 6 2 5 0 8 27

Enforcement
Proceeding 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

Total 164 6 7 14 4 50 90 166 9 51 561
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Reason for Closed Cases

Resolved to Satisfaction 33

Insufficient Grounds to Proceed 47

Declined to Proceed 81

Won Case 17

Lost Case 3

Referred to own Solicitor 2

Referred to Trade Union 45

Complainant taking Case 30

Referred to EAT 1

Outside Scope of EEA 28

Outside Time Limits 10

Settled 11

Total 308

Status 

Current - Lodged Equality Tribunal 84

Current - Lodged Labour Court 44

Current - Lodged Circuit Courts 3

Current - Under Examination 122

Closed 308

Total 561
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Geographical Breakdown

Dublin 287

Rest of Leinster 80

Munster 89

Connaught 76

Ulster (part of) 19

Outside State 6

Unknown 4

Total 561

Rest of Leinster 

Munster 

Connaught

Ulster 

Outside State

Unknown

Dublin 

Gender Breakdown 

Male 271

Female 283

Authority 7

Total 561

Male

Female

Authority

Employment Equality - Casework Activity Cont.
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Equal Status Act, 2000 - Casework Activity

Equal Status Gender Marital Family Sexual Religious Age Disability Race T.C. Mixed Total

Act Status Status Orientation Belief

Provision of 
services

Licensed 
Premises 4 0 4 8 0 11 15 8 220 2 272

Insurance 4 0 0 2 0 21 5 5 1 3 41

Shops 1 0 2 0 0 1 5 4 12 4 29

Social Welfare 4 2 1 3 0 4 2 3 0 4 23

Health Boards 4 0 1 0 0 3 15 1 2 2 28

Local Authorities 0 1 2 0 0 2 10 5 11 3 34

State Dept. & 
Bodies 8 4 1 3 1 2 15 12 0 4 50

Transport 1 0 1 1 0 7 14 3 1 2 30

Banking
/Financial 0 2 0 1 1 4 6 1 0 0 15

Other 9 3 2 5 6 12 28 16 38 10 129

Accommodation

Private 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 4 2 2 14

Public Housing 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 6 24 3 36

Education 7 0 1 2 7 2 18 12 16 13 78

Golf Clubs 10 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 13

Total 55 13 17 25 15 70 138 80 327 52 792

The Equality Authority also received requests for assistance in 33 instances in matters which did not come
within the ambit of the Equal Status Act, 2000.
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Geographical Breakdown 

Leinster* 482

Munster 227

Connaught 55

Ulster (Part Of) 18

Outside State 8

Unknown 2

Total 792

*383 are Dublin

Leinster* 

Munster 

Connaught

Ulster (part of)

Outside State

Unknown

Male

Female

Transgender

Authority

Gender Breakdown 

Male 427

Female 335

Transgender 4

Authority 26

Total 792

Equal Status Act, 2000 - Casework Activity Cont.
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Status 

Current-Lodged Equality Tribunal 242

Current Under Investigation 141

Closed 401

Current Lodged Circuit Court 7

Current Lodged District Court 1

Total 792

Reason for Closed Cases

Won 13

Lost 11

Resolved 43

Complainant Declined to Proceed 146

Lack of Evidence 50

Referred to Own Solicitor 22

Referred to Support Group 4

Referred Elsewhere 5

Outside Scope of Legislation 41

Complainant Taking Case 53

Settled 12

Representation Withdrawn 1

Total 401
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43 applications for assistance under
Section 67 were considered; 24 under the
Employment Equality Act, 1998 and 19
under the Equal Status Act, 2000. 36
applications for assistance were granted.
Two applications for assistance under the
Employment Equality Act, 1998 were
refused and five applications for
assistance under the Equal Status Act,
2000 were refused.

Employment Equality Act, 1998

Breakdown of assistance granted as
follows:

Gender 8

Race 5

Disability 3

Traveller community 3

Age 1

Victimisation 1

Multiple grounds

Gender/Age 1

Refused 2

Total 24

Equal Status Act, 2000

Breakdown of assistance granted under
the Equal Status Act, 2000 by ground

Traveller community 6

Disability 8

Refused 5

Total 19

Review

There were three Reviews by the Board of
the Equality Authority where application
for assistance had been turned down by
the Chief Executive Officer. One of the
seven applicants for assistance who had
been refused assistance by the Chief
Executive Officer for 2003 sought an
internal Review of the matter by the
Board. The other two Reviews referred to
applications for assistance which had
been refused assistance by the Chief
Executive Officer in 2002. The decision of
the Chief Executive Officer was overturned
in two cases and the third Review was
withdrawn at the request of the applicant.

Representation
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The Equality Authority has an information
function in relation to the:

• Employment Equality Act, 1998.
• Equal Status Act, 2000.
• Maternity Protection Act, 1994.
• Adoptive Leave Act, 1995.
• Parental Leave Act, 1998.

During the year, new information
management strategies encouraged
enquirers to use a range of new ways of
accessing information. These included
providing Frequently Asked Questions on
the five Acts using a voicemail system;
the promotion of our website and its
enquiry mechanism at info@equality.ie;
and public information campaigns. As a
result the requests for information and
materials on the legislation and on the
work of the Equality Authority steadied at
10,799 queries to the Public Information
Centre during 2003. This compares with
10,978 queries during 2002.

• The number of information queries on
the Equal Status Act rose from 2,061 in
2002 to 2,143 in 2003.

• The number of information queries on
the Employment Equality Act fell from
3,474 in 2002 to 3,011 in 2003.

• There was a significant increase from
309 in 2002 to 486 in 2003 in the
number of enquiries received regarding

paternity leave, for which there is still
no legal provision in Irish law.

• There was also a notable rise from 452
in 2002 to 500 in 2003 in the number of
queries on force majeure leave.

• There was a small decrease in the
number of enquiries received on the
Maternity Protection Act – from 2,974 in
2002 to 2,951 in 2003.

• There was also a small drop in the
number of enquiries about the Parental
Leave Act, 1998 (from 1,633 in 2002 to
1,604 in 2003).

• The number of queries on the Adoptive
Leave Act rose from 75 in 2002 to 104 in
2003.

• 52.27% of the information queries in
2003 related to the Maternity Protection
Act, Parental Leave Act and Adoptive
Leave Act, for which the Equality
Authority has an information function.

The largest number of enquiries on
specific discriminatory grounds under the
Equal Status Act in 2003 were on the
Disability ground, followed respectively by
the Age, Race, Sexual Orientation,
Traveller, Gender, Family Status, Marital
Status and Religion grounds.

The largest number of enquiries on
specific discriminatory grounds under the
Employment Equality Act in 2003 were on

Enquiries to the Public
Information Centre for the
Year 2003 
Principal Features
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the Gender ground, followed respectively
by the Disability, Race, Age, Family Status,
Sexual Orientation, Marital Status,
Religion and Traveller grounds.

The total number of publications
downloaded from the Equality Authority
website in 2003 was 65,109. Translations of
information booklets were downloaded in
Irish (1,640), French (2,950), Portuguese
(3,188) and Romanian (3,124).

Equal Status Act, 2000

Type of Query:

Access to Pub / Nightclub 216

Access to Shop 21

Accommodation 78

Advertising 7

Banking / Loans 16

Best Practice 9

Car Insurance 53

Educational Establishments 124

General Information 636

Harassment 26

Health Insurance 20

Mortgage Protection 15

Other 633

Provision of Service 152

Reasonable Accommodation 70

Registered Clubs 46

Sexual Harassment 2

Transport 7

Victimisation 12

Total 2,143

Enquiries to the Public
Information Centre for
the Year 2003 
Detailed Statistics



Equal Status Act, 2000

Regional Breakdown:

Dublin 848

Rest of Leinster 218

Connaught 125

Munster 312

Ulster (ROI) 58

Ulster (NI) 7

Not Specified 575

Total 2,143

Equal Status Act, 2000

Grounds:

Age 193

Disability 369

Family Status 50

Gender 110

Marital Status 33

Race 189

Religious Belief 23

Sexual Orientation 126

Traveller community 122

Not Specified 928

Total 2,143

Paul Cassidy 
Information Officer
The Equality Authority

The Public Information Centre (PIC) is the
primary ‘point of call’ for most people
who contact the Equality Authority. We are
the face (and voice!) of the Equality
Authority as far as the general public is
concerned, because the majority of our
work involves providing free information
by phone, email, post or in person.
Everyone in Ireland has rights and
obligations under equality legislation, and
our job is to provide the appropriate
information to anyone who needs it.

We get a huge amount of enquiries every
year. We have installed a recorded
answering system, so that callers who
have a specific query about certain pieces
of legislation (for example, the Maternity
Protection Act, 1994, the Adoptive Leave
Act, 1995 and the Parental Leave Act, 1998)
can access that automatically. The
Equality Authority also publishes a huge
range of information booklets, guides to
legislation and reports, and these are
available from our website or by post.

Of course we also receive enquiries where
there appear to have been fairly serious
incidents of discrimination. We try and
refer people to resources of relevant
support. Cases that come within our
criteria are referred to the Legal Section.

Equality 
for everyone 

cont. overleaf



Employment Equality Act, 1998

Type of Query:

Access to Employment 234

Access to Promotion 87

Access to Trade Union 1

Bullying 98

Constructive Dismissal 9

Dismissal 109

Equal Opportunities 40

Equal Pay 85

General Information 723

Harassment 180

Job Advertisements 14

Other 1038

Positive Action 23

Sexual Harassment 57

Victimisation 19

Vocational Training 7

Working Conditions 212

Workplace Anti-Racism 75

Total 3,011

Equality legislation, and the rights and
obligations it brings, is of huge
importance to all of us in Ireland. It’s the
job of the Equality Authority to ensure
that it is promoted, monitored and
reviewed. It’s the job of the PIC to ensure
that people can access all the
information they need to ensure that
equality is working for everyone.
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Employment Equality Act, 1998

Regional Breakdown:

Dublin 1040

Rest of Leinster 375

Connaught 186

Munster 389

Ulster (ROI) 90

Ulster (NI) 7

Not Specified 924

Total 3,011

Employment Equality Act, 1998

Grounds:

Age 155

Disability 349

Family Status 47

Gender 440

Marital Status 18

Race 269

Religious Belief 12

Sexual Orientation 34

Traveller Community 9

Not Specified 1678

Total 3,011



Parental Leave Act, 1998

Maternity Protection Act, 1994

Adoptive Leave Act, 1995

Type of Query:

Parental Leave 1,604

Force Majeure 500

Maternity Leave 2,951

Adoptive Leave 104

Paternity Leave 486

Total 5,645

Parental Leave Act, 1998

Maternity Protection Act, 1994

Adoptive Leave Act, 1995

Regional Breakdown:

Dublin 1,355

Rest of Leinster 787

Connaught 288

Munster 728

Ulster (ROI) 100

Ulster (NI) 3

Not Specified 2,384

Total 5,645
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The Strategic Plan 2003 - 2005 was
concerned to ensure a balance between
initiatives on equality in the provision of
goods and services and initiatives on
workplace equality. The provision of
services was therefore identified as a
separate theme. Initiatives in this area
were developed which coordinated legal,
developmental, research and
communication activity. The public sector
is a particular focus within this theme,
given the centrality of many public
services to people’s quality of life and
given the significant engagement by the
public sector with customers from across
the nine grounds. Within this focus, the
provision of education and of health
services is prioritised.

Education 
The focus for work in this area is on school
practice at primary and post primary level.
This focus draws from the provisions of
the Equal Status Act, 2000 which
addresses the practice of educational
establishments. It allows for a perspective
on systems and institutional practices
which is important in combating
discrimination and promoting equality. In
this context the equality dimension to
school plans, admission policies, codes of
behaviour and evaluation is prioritised.

The initial steps taken emphasise the
provision of information on the Equal

Status Act, 2000 and the promotion of
debate on equality and school practice. A
core theme in this has been the inclusive
school – a school that prevents and
combats discrimination, that respects,
values and accommodates diversity across
all nine grounds and that seeks positive
experiences, a sense of belonging and
outcomes for all students across the nine
grounds. Outcomes include access,
participation, personal development and
achieving education credentials.

The Equality Authority has progressed
casework under the Equal Status Act in
relation to claims of discrimination by
educational establishments, where this
casework has a strategic importance. 78
casefiles in this area were worked on
during 2003 which covered the disability,
Traveller, race, religion, gender, sexual
orientation, age and family status grounds.

The Minister for Education and Science,
Noel Dempsey TD, launched the joint
publication by the Equality Authority and
his Department entitled ‘Schools and the
Equal Status Act’. This bilingual pamphlet
outlines the main equality duties schools
have under the Equal Status Act and ways
in which they can be used as building
blocks for the creation of the inclusive
school. Copies were delivered to every
primary and secondary school, as well as
being distributed to a wide range of other
organisations and individuals.

Theme 1
Building equality in the service
provision that impacts the quality
of people’s lives
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The Equality Authority provided input into
training for a number of education
partners, including the Department of
Education and Science's team of
facilitators in Relationships and Sexuality
Education for second level, members of the
Department's Visiting Teacher Service for
Traveller Education, and staff in the School
Development Planning Service (Primary).
Presentations from the Equality Authority
were provided to the Diocesan Education
Secretaries of the Catholic Primary School
Managers Association, the equality
committee of the Irish National Teachers'
Organisation, the Union of Students in
Ireland, and the National Association of
Principals and Deputy Principals.

The Equality Authority gave a series of
talks and training sessions in third level
colleges throughout Ireland on equality
issues.

The Equality Authority contributed to the
review of the Senior Cycle Curriculum at
second level by the National Council for
Curriculum and Assessment. In this the
importance of the following was
highlighted:

• the curriculum being accessible to those
across the nine grounds,

• making reasonable accommodation for
pupils with disabilities,

• valuing and affirming diversity in new
subject syllabi and allowing for an

exploration of inequality and its causes,

• establishing an equality infrastructure
to support equality proofing of
curriculum design and implementation.

The Equality Authority contributed to the
review by the Higher Education Authority
of equality in the university sector.

Three research projects in relation to the
education sector were ongoing during
2003: 

• Equality and Education – Dr. Kathleen
Lynch, Equality Studies, UCD and Dr.
Anne Lodge, Education Department, NUI
Maynooth (eds). This study examines
the experience of inequality at all levels
of education across the nine grounds.

• Equality in Access to and Participation in
Education for People with Disabilities/
Special Educational Needs – Professor
Sheelagh Drudy, Dr. B.J. Spelman and
William Kinsella, Education
Department, UCD. This study provides a
critical qualitative analysis of the
education and support systems
available to students with
disabilities/special educational needs in
the Republic of Ireland.

• Operationalising Equality Policies in
Schools – Nexus Research Co-operative.
This project explores the challenges
schools face in developing equality
policies and plans, documents examples



of good practice, and draws out practical
ways of overcoming these challenges
that will assist the application of
national equality commitments within
the school planning process.

Health
The strategy developed in relation to the
health sector emphasises the development
of an equality infrastructure within health
institutions. This emphasis supports the
emergence of an equality focus across a
very diverse and broad ranging sector. The
equality infrastructure involves equality
reviews, equality impact assessments,
equality policies and equality training. An
equality infrastructure allows each
institution to tailor its approach to
equality in a manner that is both planned
and systematic and that is tailored to its
particular mandate and circumstances.
The current reform strategy for the health
sector holds a particular potential for
developing and integrating such an
equality infrastructure as part of
mainstream governance in the sector.

The initial steps taken emphasise the
development of necessary partnerships to
take the work forward. Information
provision on the Equal Status Act, 2000 for
the health sector, and the development of
initiatives to pilot new approaches to an
equality infrastructure in the sector is a

Caoimhe Gleeson
Equality Officer, NWHB

2003 was an exciting year for the North
Western Health Board in advancing
equality actions, policies and practices.
We launched an Anti-Racist Code of
Practice and a Code of Practice for the
Employment of People with Disabilities.
Funding was secured for an Equal Status
Review, an Equality Review of
Recruitment Practices and the
development of workplace Work/Life
Balance options. A groundbreaking
achievement was securing funding to
research the experiences of Lesbian/Gay/
Bisexual people in accessing health and
social services in the NWHB. A first in
the State, this research will serve as an
important indicator of how equal and
accessible our health and social services
are, and will raise the often invisible
profile of LGB people in this region.

This research sought and recorded the
views of LGB people currently or
previously living in the counties of Sligo,
Leitrim, Donegal and/or West Cavan. It
aimed to find out what, if any, their
specific health needs are.

It also documents models of practice in
place regarding health service provision
from the perspective of both the LGB
person and health service providers. The
project was steered by members of the

cont. overleaf

Equality 
for everyone



further priority. A core theme in this has
been diversity and the need to make
adjustments to take account of different
identities, experiences and situations
across the nine grounds, if equality in
health provision is to be progressed.

Casework of a strategic nature under the
Equal Status Act was supported by the
Equality Authority on claims of
discrimination in relation to the provision
of health and social services. 28 casefiles
in this area involving claims of
discrimination against health boards were
worked on during 2003. These covered the
disability, gender, age, Traveller, race and
family status grounds.

A partnership was developed with the
North Western Health Board and the
Department of Justice, Equality and Law
Reform to carry out an equal status review
of a range of health board services. This is
the first such review to be carried out. It
examines service planning, equality
infrastructure, policies, procedures and
practices, service access and staff and
customer perceptions for their impact on
equality outcomes across the nine
grounds. The initial work of preparing a
template for the review was completed.

Preliminary work was undertaken in
relation to a pamphlet on the health
service and the Equal Status Act. It will
promote awareness in relation to the
accommodation of diversity across the

LGB community in partnership with the
NWHB. This ensured that core issues
around confidentiality, appropriateness
and access were identified and
addressed. The research was conducted
by a member of the LGB community and
is being written up by a Senior
Researcher in the Department of Public
Health in the NWHB.

It is intended that the findings will be
used to develop actions for all health
service professionals to make their
services "Gay/Lesbian Friendly". It is
hoped that they will show existing
models of good practice, and ways of
improving them. It will also highlight
the hidden and unspoken issues faced
by LGB people in rural areas so that
more can be done to openly and
honestly address these issues. In doing
so, this project strives to ensure that the
LGB community can experience greater
equality at all levels in society.
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nine grounds in service provision by the
health services. It will outline the
provisions of the Equal Status Act in
relation to health providers and identify
the steps necessary to effectively promote
equality in the provision of health
services.

The Equality Authority established links
with the Eastern Regional Health Authority
in relation to supporting the equality
dimension to its annual Service Plan. This
Plan codifies the strategic decisions of
ERHA regarding the provision of health
and personal social services to 1.4 million
people in the eastern region.

An ongoing dialogue has been initiated
with the Department of Health and
Children. This should be an important
basis for future work in this area. This
involved contact with personnel
responsible for social inclusion issues in
the Department, work with the
interdepartmental group convened by the
Department on services to older people
and participation in the National Health
Strategy Consultative Forum.

The Equality Authority participated in
training events targeting the health sector
during the year. Three research projects in
relation to the health sector were ongoing
during 2003:

• Equality and the Heath Sector - Sara
Burke, Institute of Public Health, and 
Dr. Jane Pillinger. This study examines
how health policy and health services
in Ireland are addressing equality
across the nine grounds and suggests a
number of ways in which health
services can become more equality
aware and equality focused.

• Equality in Access to Health and Personal
Social Services for Lesbian, Gay and
Bisexual People - Dr. Mary Manandhar
and Caoimhe Gleeson, North Western
Health Board. This project explores the
extent and nature of challenges to
equality of access to health services in
the North Western Health Board area
for lesbian, gay and bisexual people and
the lessons for healthcare policy and
practice.

• Transsexual People and Access to Health
Services – Nexus Research Co-operative.
This project will document transsexual
people’s perspectives on access to
health services and examine the
availability of health services to
transsexual people in Ireland.

Quality Customer Service 

Equality and diversity is established as a
core principle underpinning quality
customer service in the public sector. This
valuably locates equality as a pre-requisite



for quality and places equality and
diversity as a central focus in the customer
service action plans being implemented
across the public sector. The Equality
Authority has worked to support an
effective and efficient focus on equality
and diversity in a wider context of
initiatives for quality in customer service.

As part of the Public Service Modernisation
Programme, the Quality Customer Service
Working Group continued to meet in 2003.
There is a new requirement on
Government Departments to produce
Customer Charters along with Customer
Service Action Plans. The Working Group
focused on providing supports in this
regard. The Equality/Diversity Sub-group of
the Working Group is chaired by the
Equality Authority and contributed to this
process by providing input on the
equality/diversity dimension to the
Customer Charter Guidelines.

The Equality Authority contributed an
equality/diversity dimension to guidance
developed by the Working Group on
quality customer service and the internal
customer.

The Support Pack on the Equality/Diversity
Aspects of Quality Customer Service for the
Civil and Public Service developed under the
aegis of the QCS Working Group continues
to be a popular resource with Government
Departments and Agencies.

Cover of the Equality
Authority Annual
Report 2002.

Pictured at the launch
of the Equality
Authority Annual
Report 2002:

L-R: Mary Keogh,
Board member of the
Equality Authority;
Kate Hayes, former
Chair of the Equality
Authority; Niall
Crowley, CEO, the
Equality Authority;
Michael McDowell, TD,
Minister for Justice,
Equality and Law
Reform and Cearbhal
O’Meara, Board
member of the
Equality Authority.

Micheal McDowell, TD,
Minister for Justice,
Equality and Law
Reform and Kate
Hayes, former Chair of
the Equality Authority.

Michael McDowell,
TD, Minister for
Justice, Equality and
Law Reform speaking
at the launch.
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The workplace has been a focus for
equality legislation covering gender and
marital status grounds for nearly three
decades. The social partners, Congress and
IBEC in particular, have been and continue
to be important advocates for workplace
equality. This creates a strong foundation
from which the Equality Authority has
developed its focus on workplace equality
on foot of enactment of the Employment
Equality Act, 1998.

The Equality Authority has emphasised
the need for planned and systematic
approaches to workplace equality. Current
approaches to workplace equality are all
too often ad hoc, reactive and informal.
This is an inadequate response to
preventing discrimination,
accommodating diversity and promoting
equality in the workplace. Planned and
systematic approaches require
institutional development with equality
policies, equality and diversity training,
equality reviews and action plans and
equality committees being put into place.
These need an integrated focus covering
all nine grounds under the equality
legislation and to include a focus on both
the employee and the customer.

Casework

The Equality Authority worked on 561
casefiles under the Employment Equality

Act during 2003. These covered all nine
grounds. The dominant issues were claims
of discrimination in relation to working
conditions (178), dismissal (103), access
(83), sexual harassment and harassment
(69), access to promotion (38) and equal
pay (35).

Equal Opportunities Framework
Committee

The Equal Opportunities Framework
Committee initiated under the social
partnership agreement Programme for
Prosperity and Fairness, was continued
under the Sustaining Progress national
agreement. It is composed of
representatives from Congress, IBEC, the
Local Government Management Services
Board, the Health Service Employers
Agency, the Department of Justice, Equality
and Law Reform, the Department of
Finance and the Equal Opportunities
Network. It is convened by the Equality
Authority.

The core aim established for the
Framework Committee was to support
planned and systematic approaches to
workplace equality. This involved
publication of resource documents to
assist enterprises seeking to put in place
an effective equality infrastructure. It
involved two funding schemes to support
the institutional development necessary to

Theme 2
Contributing to a more accessible
workplace and labour market
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promote workplace equality – institutional
development external to the enterprise
with a capacity to stimulate and support
enterprise level initiative, and institutional
development internal to enterprises
supporting small and medium enterprises
to develop equality policies and equality
and diversity training.

Eleven projects providing funding to
networks of employers and networks of
trade unions were supported to resource
the emergence of external supports for
equality at enterprise level. All eleven
projects were up and running at the end of
the year. Congress is undertaking three
projects on developing capacity in relation
to harassment and sexual harassment,
including the production of a resource
booklet, a similar project in relation to
lesbian, gay and bisexual issues and the
development and carrying out of training
on reasonable accommodation of people
with disabilities. The Health Service
Employers’ Agency is promoting its
equality/diversity policy, training trainers
on equality and diversity and developing a
partnership approach to equality. IBEC is
producing a training video and developing
a diagnostic tool and capacity within the
organisation in relation to diversity
management. The North Western Health
Board is undertaking a review of all
recruitment which took place in 2000-2003.
Tesco Ireland is undertaking a training

needs analysis of all personnel managers
and shop stewards and delivering equality
focused training to both groups. Finally,
Wexford Area Partnership is refining and
disseminating its Enterprise Solutions
Pack. Two employment equality reviews
were supported through the Framework
Committee to support learning on planned
and systematic approaches to equality.
These are being carried out by Dublin Port
and Dublin City University.

A research project into the barriers to
employment equality in small and
medium sized enterprises was published
and launched. It identified in particular
the difficulty of accessing resources to
support equality initiatives at enterprise
level in this sector. A scheme was
established to fund up to five days
consultancy for enterprises to develop an
equality policy or to establish a strategy for
equality and diversity training. This was a
particular success with 34 projects
approved and completed, involving
organisations in numerous sectors and a
wide range of locations throughout the
country. There is considerable continuing
interest in this scheme.

Projects to draw up a pamphlet on good
practice in recruitment and to provide
guidance on equal status policies were
commenced. A directory of employment
equality related resources is also being
developed.



Employment Equality Review and
Action Plan Scheme

Employment equality reviews and action
plans are central to any planned and
systematic approach to workplace
equality. They provide a basis for evidence
based decision making on equality issues
and equality strategies. They ensure a
clarity of equality objectives and outline
the steps required to achieve those
objectives.

An employment equality review examines
the policies, procedures, practices and
perceptions of an organisation for their
impact on equality for employees from
across the nine grounds. They provide
material to develop an action plan to
improve the situation in relation to
equality. It is overseen by a partnership
committee comprising employers and
employee/trade union representatives. In
2001, the Equality Authority developed a
template to guide a review and in 2002
established a panel of consultants who are
available to undertake reviews.

Employment Equality reviews in the
following organisations were supported
and are continuing with funding under the
Equality for Women Measure of the
National Development Plan:

• Waterford Crystal

• Aer Rianta

Rose Rafferty 
Training and Organisation
Development Manager, Aer Rianta

To date the equal opportunities strategy
at Aer Rianta has been mainly focused
on gender and disability. However, we
recognise that to succeed in the current
business environment we need to make
the most of everyone's talents. Aer
Rianta has a good equal opportunities
track record. Childcare supports, job
sharing, and a wide variety of flexible
work patterns, together with policies in
relation to Respect & Dignity at Work
and Recruitment & Selection follow best
practice. We want to work with our staff
to develop the business case and
promote a much wider understanding of
diversity.

With this in mind, we decided to
undertake an Equality Review and
Action Plan project. To create a picture
as to how Aer Rianta was managing
diversity within its workforce, we asked
external auditors Pearn Kandola to look
at four main areas: recruitment and
selection, working conditions, data
collection and management of
equality/diversity. This was done by: 

• Reviewing policies, practices and
procedures against best practice; 

cont. overleaf

Equality 
for everyone



• University College Dublin 

• Galway City Partnership

• Cope (an organisation based in Galway
which provides crisis housing services
and caring support in the community)

• Kerry Education Service (The VEC in
Kerry)

• The Irish Aviation Authority

• South Kerry Partnership

As noted above, the Equal Opportunities
Framework Committee supported
employment equality reviews in Dublin
City University and Dublin Port. The EQUAL
programme supported an employment
equality review in Exchange House
Traveller Service. A comparative overview
of the experiences of the reviews in
Exchange House and Dublin Port, both
members of the EQUAL Dublin
Employment Pact Project is being
implemented with support from the
EQUAL programme.

Work Life Balance

The National Framework Committee for
Family Friendly policies was established
under the Programme for Prosperity and
Fairness national agreement. It has been
continued under the Sustaining Progress
national agreement. It is convened by the
Department of Enterprise, Trade and

• Interviews and focus group
discussions with staff from Dublin,
Cork and Shannon Airports; and 

• Distributing a tailored equality
survey to all employees. The overall
response to the confidential postal
survey was 30%.

Feedback on the findings of the survey
have been presented to all staff.
Currently a joint union/management
Steering Group is finalising a detailed
Action Plan that will prioritise key
areas. This Plan will set out clear
objectives for us to build on existing
policies, create support for the diversity
agenda amongst employees, and
provide them with the skills they need
to fulfil their potential. This group will
meet each quarter to review the
project. In twelve to eighteen months'
time we will assess progress against
this Plan with the auditors.
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Employment and involves the Equality
Authority, the Department of Justice,
Equality and Law Reform, the Department
of Social and Family Affairs, IBEC and
Congress. It provides a valuable focus for
the development and dissemination of
information on flexible working
arrangements, for creating a support
infrastructure for enterprises developing
such arrangements, for building a
knowledge base on the practice,
experience and further development of
these arrangements and for providing a
leadership to enterprises and
organisations on the importance and value
of these arrangements.

Under Sustaining Progress the National
Framework Committee for Work Life
Balance replaced the National Framework
Committee for Family Friendly Policies. In
response to the change, the committee’s
website has been renamed
www.worklifebalance.ie (also known as
www.familyfriendly.ie). The change reflects
the inclusion of a focus on the workplace
arrangements required not only by parents
with childcare responsibilities, but also by
a wide range of individuals including
people caring for parents, relatives and
friends and for people who are disabled,
people with disabilities who need work life
balance arrangements as a reasonable
accommodation, older people who are
moving towards retirement, people who

seek the opportunity to travel widely,
those who are studying, people with long
commuting times, those who wish to
engage in voluntary work and those with
religious obligations to fulfil.

Family Friendly Workplace Day took place
on February 28th. A conference entitled
“The Way Forward” was organised to
facilitate discussion on how the
flexibilities necessary for the workplace to
accommodate the participation of people
with caring responsibilities might be
promoted, supported and developed into
the future. Individual organisations were
encouraged to mark the day to raise
awareness of work life balance/family
friendly issues. Posters and leaflets with
the theme “Is the Balance Right?” were
distributed and supported by a media and
public awareness campaign.

A panel of experts continued to provide
consultancies to a small number of small
and medium sized enterprises establishing
and developing work-life balance
arrangements. This provides up to three
days consultancy to organisations
employing less than 250 full time
equivalent staff to facilitate the
introduction of new work life balance
measures or the development of existing
measures. Three quarters of the cost of the
consultancy is borne by the Framework
Committee.
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Forty one applications were received from
organisations seeking funding for projects
to improve the work life balance of their
staff and/or create a more family friendly
work environment. Seven organisations
have been approved for funding: Ballymun
Job Centre, Galway Association, Leitrim
County Council, South West Wexford
Community Development Project, National
Youth Federation, NUI Galway and NUI
Maynooth. These will undertake a range of
innovative actions in 2004. Evaluations of
projects funded in 2002/3 are available on
the website.

EQUAL Community Initiative

The Equality Authority is playing a central
role in the mainstreaming strategy for the
EQUAL Community Initiative in Ireland.
The Equal Community Initiative is an EU
funded programme to combat
discrimination and inequality in the labour
market. A broad range of development
partnerships are being funded to test out
innovative approaches in this area. A key
objective for EQUAL is to mainstream any
learning that emerges from the twenty one
projects currently funded.

The mainstreaming approach supported by
the Department of Enterprise, Trade and
Employment in partnership with the
Equality Authority involves three related
strands:

• A dialogue strand which seeks to create
a dialogue between policy makers and
the EQUAL projects. A mainstreaming
policy group was established in 2003
whose members consist of senior
officials from Government Departments
and relevant state agencies alongside
representatives of the funded projects
and the social partners. This forum is
co-chaired by the Equality Authority
and the Department of Enterprise, Trade
and Employment (which is the
Managing Authority for EQUAL). Its
main aim is to provide an opportunity
for policy makers to engage with
relevant projects and consider
innovative mainstreaming proposals. It
met twice in 2003 and will continue to
meet throughout the lifetime of the
EQUAL programme.

• A capacity strand which seeks to
support the capacity of mainstream
providers of labour market programmes
to promote equality and accommodate
diversity and in turn take on board any
learning from EQUAL. Work began with
two projects this year one on piloting
equality proofing and one on developing
an equal status policy. EQUAL NorthEast
will be working to pilot an equality
proofing exercise as part of their project
in order to strengthen the equality
dimension of their work. It is hoped
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that a similar exercise can be
transferred to a mainstream
programme delivered by FÁS in the
region next year. Preliminary work has
begun with Interact, another EQUAL
project, to examine the possibility of
developing an equal status policy for St.
Michael’s Hospital (one of the
Development Partners). Both of these
pilots will be completed in 2004.

• A commitment strand which seeks to
engage with a wider audience to build
an awareness of the good practice being
developed by EQUAL projects. It is
envisaged that this strand will be
developed in 2004 as projects begin to
demonstrate real and tangible
outcomes. Its primary audiences will be
politicians and social partners.

It is important to note that there is also a
North/South dimension to EQUAL’s
mainstreaming strategy and projects had
an opportunity to meet with each other in
2002. A second mainstreaming conference
was held in November 2003, with
contributions from the Equality Authority
and the Equality Commission for Northern
Ireland. The theme of this conference was
“Accommodating Diversity in Employment and
Provision”. Workshops developed action
plans for continued work in this area.
These actions will be considered by the
North/South Steering Committee and

further developed in 2004. A report on the
conference is forthcoming.

In addition, the Equality Authority
contributes to the European
mainstreaming strategy for EQUAL, by
attending the Equal Opportunities
Thematic Network meetings.

Equality Studies Unit 

The Equality Authority is implementing an
Equality Studies Unit (ESU) under the
Employment and Human Resources
Development Operational Programme
(EHRDOP) of the National Development
Plan 2000-2006. Established in 2001, the
Equality Studies Unit focuses on labour
market inequalities and the implications
for labour market policy, in respect of four
groups: people with disabilities, older
workers, minority ethnic groups (in
particular refugees) and Travellers.

Four ESU research reports were published
in 2003:

• Accommodating Diversity in Labour
Market Programmes – WRC Social and
Economic Consultants. This overview
report draws together information and
learning from eight different research
projects carried out for the Equality
Studies Unit in the first phase of its
work. It provides a summary picture of
the labour market situations and
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concerns of older people, people with
disabilities, Travellers and minority
ethnic groups. The knowledge
developed and presented is important
for the design and delivery of labour
market measures with a capacity to
prevent discrimination, accommodate
diversity and achieve equality for these
groups.

• Ageing and Labour Market Participation –
Dr. Helen Russell and Dr. Tony Fahey,
ESRI. This report provides a clear and
timely analysis of the labour market
situation of older men and older
women. Drawing on nationally
representative data, it examines why
labour market participation falls among
older people and where and how this
may be influenced by public policy.

• Disability and Labour Market Participation
– Brenda Gannon and Professor Brian
Nolan, ESRI. This study draws on a
number of nationally representative
data sources to provide a clear and
timely examination of the current
labour market situation of people with
disabilities and the dynamics of
disability and labour market
participation over time. It provides
detailed statistical analysis of the
impact of disability on labour market
participation and places the Irish data
in a comparative European context.

• Travellers’ Experiences of Labour Market
Programmes: Barriers to Access and
Participation – Pearn Kandola
Occupational Psychologists. This report
highlights Travellers’ experiences in the
labour market and describes the
barriers that Travellers experience in
accessing labour market programmes. It
makes recommendations to policy
makers and programme providers on
the design and delivery of programmes
delivered under the EHRDOP.

In addition, the following technical
assistance arrangements for ESU work on
equality monitoring, review and resources
were ongoing:

• Equality Data and Monitoring –
Fitzpatrick Associates Economic
Consultants have been engaged under a
technical assistance contract to
undertake work supporting the
development of equality data and
monitoring within the EHRDOP, in
addition to wider contextual data.

• Developing Equality Practice – WRC Social
and Economic Consultants have been
engaged under a technical assistance
contract to carry out a programme of
studies of equality practice in EHRDOP
measures and to develop resource
materials, training and communication
initiatives to support the achievement
of equality objectives.



Forum on the Workplace of the
Future 

In October 2003 the National Centre for
Partnership and Performance, at the
request of the Government, established
the Forum on the Workplace of the Future.
The aim of this Forum, which will carry
out its deliberations over the next year, is
to foster in-depth discussions between
employers, employees, managers, trade
unions, policy makers and the general
public on how the world of work can best
adapt to competitive pressures, improve
the delivery of services and respond to the
changing needs and preferences of all
employees. The Equality Authority is
participating in the work of the Forum and
made a detailed submission entitled
‘Building an Inclusive Workplace’ which sets
out a comprehensive vision, rationale and
strategy for a workplace of the future
characterised by diversity and equality.

In a further development related to
equality in the workplace, the following
research project was commissioned in
2003:

• Equality in the Workplace – Philip J.
O’Connell & Helen Russell, ESRI. This
project will draw on data from an
existing nationwide survey of
employees conducted for the National
Centre for Partnership and
Performance, to look at equality policies

Dr. Helen Russell
ESRI

The development of equality legislation
at a national and EU level has been
instrumental in increasing awareness
around issues of equality. One
important spin off of this activity has
been commitments to producing more
comprehensive data. Such data is not
only crucial for measuring equality of
opportunity and outcomes, but also for
tracking progress towards achieving
policy aims. The level and range of data
available across the nine grounds is
highly variable.

To date, the most comprehensive data
is available on gender and age as this
information is routinely collected in
questionnaires and administrative
records. In other areas, such as
ethnicity, sexual orientation and
disability we are starting from a very
low information base and strategies to
collect basic information on these
groups in a sensitive manner is a key
challenge for the future. The inclusion
of a question on ethnicity in the Census
and in a forthcoming module of the
Quarterly National Household Survey,
mark a very significant improvement in
the data deficit on this ground.

Equality 
for everyone

cont. overleaf



in the workplace and the effect of
flexible and work-life balance
arrangements.

National Employment Action Plan

The Equality Authority provided feedback
to the Department of Enterprise, Trade and
Employment on the equality dimension to
the National Employment Action Plan. This
contributed to a valuable commitment in
the Plan to develop an approach to
equality proofing future National
Employment Action Plans.

The quality of information available
also varies across different dimensions
of social and economic life.
Information on equality in the labour
force (for example, in employment and
unemployment rates, participation,
pay, and occupational position) has
been well developed since the
introduction of employment equality
legislation in the 1970s, however
information on equality of access to
services is much more sparse. The
Equal Status Act 2000 has broadened
the focus of equality beyond
employment, and data collection will
now need to follow this lead.
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The equality legislation seeks to be
comprehensive in its coverage of nine
different grounds. The Equality Authority
has sought to implement its mandate to
promote equality of opportunity and to
combat discrimination in an integrated
manner through initiatives that bring
forward all nine grounds simultaneously.
This approach is also evident in the
percentage of casefiles that include more
than one ground. It is an approach that is
effective for organisations in allowing for
an administrative simplicity in bringing
forward equality strategies. It is an
approach that is effective for people
experiencing inequality in that it avoids
hierarchies and creates a context for
people to express and celebrate the
multiple identities they hold as members
of more than one ground.

There are times when it is necessary and
appropriate to focus the work of the
Equality Authority on a single ground. This
happens in most of the casework. It is also
necessary where:

• without such a specific focus the
ground might remain invisible within
an integrated approach.

• there are issues that are specific to a
single ground that require attention.

• the issues around a specific ground
have emerged as a particular source for
societal attention.

The Strategic Plan for 2003 - 2005
identifies the need for a specific focus in
the work on the disability, race, Traveller
and family status grounds.

Reasonable Accommodation

There is a requirement specific to the
disability ground in both the Employment
Equality Act and the Equal Status Act to
make reasonable accommodation (subject
to a nominal cost exemption) for
employees and customers with
disabilities. This is about making
adjustments or providing special facilities
or treatment to support a new inclusion
for people with disabilities.

The Equality Authority has worked to
build an awareness of reasonable
accommodation as an obligation under
equality legislation, as a practical means
of developing equality for people with
disabilities and as a core equality objective
with a value for all nine grounds. The work
has sought to develop a knowledge base
on the issue, to create a literature on the
practice of reasonable accommodation and
to stimulate new initiative in this area.

Reasonable accommodation issues emerge
with some frequency in the casefiles of
the Equality Authority. 138 (out of 792)
casefiles under the Equal Status Act relate
to the disability ground and virtually all of
these raise the issue of reasonable

Theme 3
Developing initiatives specific to the
disability ground, to the issue of
racism and to the issues of carers
under the family status ground
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accommodation. 90 (out of 561) of
casefiles under the Employment Equality
Act relate to the disability ground and a
significant number of these include
reasonable accommodation issues.

The Equality Authority established a
Disability Advisory Committee involving
national NGO’s in the sector to advise on
the work of supporting organisations
making reasonable accommodation for
people with disabilities. Quarterly
meetings are held.

The Equality Authority commissioned a
TV advertisement “Be reasonable – it
pays” which ran for the month of October.
This was a joint venture with the National
Co-ordinating Committee for the
European Year of People with Disabilities.
The advertisement showed examples of
reasonable accommodation including the
installation of electronic doors to facilitate
access, moving to a brighter area to assist
a person who lip reads and making
materials available in a range of formats.
The aim of the advertisement was to raise
awareness of the concept of reasonable
accommodation.

A guidance booklet exploring approaches
to reasonable accommodation for users
with disabilities in public libraries entitled
Library Access was produced in partnership
with An Chomhairle Leabhlarlanna.

A public launch was hosted for this
publication in the Pearse Street Library in
Dublin. The guidelines in this publication
have been followed up with four pilot
projects in Cavan, Kildare, Dublin and
Mayo to test out activities to implement
the guidelines and to provide training to
staff to support this. A report on these
pilot projects is now being prepared so
that they can be replicated in other areas.

Work has been developed with the Irish
Bankers’ Federation. They conducted a
stocktaking exercise of existing
reasonable accommodation good practice
in Irish banks and financial institutions.
This is now being developed as a joint
guidance publication on the issue for this
sector. A project on reasonable
accommodation has been explored with
An Post and a joint article on the issue
was published in ‘Post News’. A joint
initiative with a focus on schools and the
reasonable accommodation of pupils with
disabilities was developed with the
Department of Education and Science, the
National Disability Authority and the
European Year of People with Disabilities.
An Education Action Week was promoted
to encourage schools to take initiatives on
this issue. A pamphlet was jointly
produced to support such initiatives and
to make information on reasonable
accommodation available to schools.



Anti-Racist Workplace Week 2003

Racism is not a new phenomenon in the
Irish context. Irish Travellers and Black
Irish people have experiences of racism
over generations. It has, however, evolved
in virulence and visibility over recent
years. Migrant workers have emerged as a
significant new focus for racism in some
workplaces.

Casefiles under the Employment Equality
Act, 1998 for 2003 show that 166 out of 561
cases related to the race ground. 9 out of
561 cases related to the Traveller ground.
The casefiles highlight particularly
difficult working conditions, experiences
of dismissal and harassment of migrant
workers. Also highlighted were claims of
discrimination on the race and Traveller
grounds in the area of recruitment. They
show Traveller experiences of dismissal
once their Traveller identity is discovered.

In November 2003 the fourth Anti-Racist
Workplace Week, run by a partnership of
Congress, IBEC, the Small Firms
Association, the Construction Industry
Federation, Know Racism and the Equality
Authority, took place. Individual
organisations and their staff were invited
to declare their support for making their
workplaces free from racism by means of
displaying a Work Against Racism poster
and distributing leaflets to individual
employees expanding on the information

Winnie Brennan
EYPD Project Manager

The European Year of People with
Disabilities' main objective was to
create awareness of issues and barriers
faced by people with disabilities and to
promote equality for people with
disabilities. During the European Year of
People with Disabilities a year-long
awareness raising campaign swept
across Ireland. It gave the public a
chance to see people with disabilities as
'equal' citizens. It highlights the fact
that people with disabilities are very
much a part of the overall Irish society.
They too have dreams, aspirations and
goals. They too have relationships,
families and friends. They are just
people like everyone else. EYPD was a
great opportunity that has offered
people with disabilities a chance to tell
their stories and be heard, show their
talents and be seen, demonstrate their
abilities and be appreciated.

Through the numerous projects
sponsored and inspired by EYPD, we
hope to ensure that people with
disabilities have the same choices and
opportunities as everyone else and that
their skills, abilities, ambitions and
aspirations are valued equally. EYPD
hopes to encourage the general public
to open their mind and see beyond

cont. overleaf
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in the poster. Over 22,000 posters and over
78,000 leaflets were distributed, backed up
by a media based public awareness
campaign.

A publication entitled Achieving Equality in
Intercultural Workplaces – An Agenda for
Action was launched during the week. This
was prepared by Patrick Taran of the
International Labour Office and August
Gachten of the Centre for Social
Innovation in Vienna. The aim of this
document was to provide practical support
to those working to combat racism and to
promote equality in the workplace. This
publication provided employers,
employees and trade unions with a broad
ranging menu of initiatives from which
they could develop practical initiatives to
create an intercultural workplace. This
report was widely distributed.

Carers

Carers have been a largely invisible group
in the context of debate and initiative on
equality issues. The family status ground
does not emerge in great quantity in the
casefiles of the Equality Authority. In the
Strategic Plan for 2003 - 2005, the Equality
Authority committed to developing an
advisory committee to report on
implementing equality for carers.

people's 'disability' and acknowledge
that they are also an equal and integral
part of our society. These projects
ranged from disability awareness week,
sensory gardens, advocacy programs,
employment conferences, media
training to research studies on the
transport system and school disability
awareness week. They allowed people
with disabilities to demonstrate their
skills and talents and be involved and
included in society.

EYPD provided the foundation for
Ireland to examine, develop and build
its policies, services, social structures,
and networks for people with
disabilities in the hopes to achieve
equal opportunities for all. We are
striving to work towards this goal and
to create a tangible and meaningful
legacy for EYPD 2003.
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During 2003 background scoping work was
developed to prepare for such an advisory
committee. This explored the potential
focus for and composition of such an
advisory committee.

Research was ongoing in this area on
‘Caring and Working’ – by Kevin Cullen,
Petrina Duff and Sarah Delaney, Work
Research Centre. This study provides an
overview of debates and data on the
interaction of caring and labour market
participation. It reviews the types of
support and care services that working
carers need if they are to have equality of
access to employment, and the extent to
which equality of access issues arise in
relation to these services.
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The National Economic and Social Forum
have highlighted the importance of a
‘Strategic Framework for Action on
Equality’. It identified this framework as
including

• Legislation.

• Institutions.

• Mainstreaming.

• Targeting.

• Participation in Decision Making.

• Agenda setting.

• Monitoring and Review.

It recommended the further development
of this framework if equality objectives are
to be achieved. The Equality Authority has
worked to contribute to this further
development.

Equality Legislation

Follow up work was developed to support
the submission made by the Equality
Authority to assist the Department of
Justice, Equality and Law Reform in
transposing three EU Directives – the
Gender Equal Treatment Directive, the
‘Race’ Directive and the Framework
Employment Directive – into Irish equality
legislation.

A high point in this work was the joint
publication with the Irish Centre for

European Law and launch of ‘Equality in
Diversity – The New Equality Directives’.
This collection of papers provides an
analysis and critique of the increased
scope of European Union equality law
alongside a comprehensive overview of
equality law in Ireland. It provides a range
of expert perspectives on the proper
implementation of the new EU Directives.
It was launched by the Hon. Ms. Justice
Catherine McGuinness, Judge of the
Supreme Court of Ireland. It was co-edited
by Cathryn Costelloe and Eilis Barry B.L.

The Equality Authority made a detailed
response to the report of the Commission
on Liquor Licensing on access and service
in licensed premises and on the provisions
of the Intoxicating Liquor Bill, 2003.

1 These submissions highlighted: 

a) concern at the proposed transfer of
cases involving licensed premises
from the Equality Tribunal to the
District Court. This concern reflected
that the transfer would constitute a
reduction in the level of protection
already afforded to claimants in that
the District Court does not have an
investigative or mediation function.

b) the District Court does not allow a
right of audience to trade unions,
community groups or other relevant
parties.

Theme 4
Supporting the development of
effective equality strategies at
national and local level



c) Hearings would not be in private and
there would be a risk of costs.

This concern also reflected that the
proposed move would be contrary to
the principle of equivalence that
applies in relation to the
enforcement of Community based
rights and that there was no
provision for removing the maximum
compensation that can be awarded
which would be in breach of the EU
Race Directive.

2 A welcome for the additional types of
redress proposed in the Bill, namely an
order for the temporary closure of the
premises and the provision allowing for
an objection to the licence.

3 A further concern at the proposals
allowing licensees to have a discretion
to discriminate in relation to the
presence of children in licensed
premises.

The Intoxicating Liquor Act, 2003 did not
respond to these concerns. It did include
new functions for the Equality Authority to
provide assistance at its discretion to a
person who considers that prohibited
conduct has been directed against him or
her if the case raises an important point of
principle or if it appears that it is not
reasonable to expect the person
adequately to present the case without

Covers of two reports
‘Promoting Equality of
Opportunity in Small
and Medium Sized
Enterprises’ and
’Delivering Equal
Opportunities at the
Level of the Enterprise -
Experience and
Challenge’ - from the
Framework Committee
for Equal Opportunities
at the Level of the
Enterprise.
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assistance. The Equality Authority may
institute proceedings in its own name
where it appears there is a general practice
of discrimination or where a person would
not reasonably be expected to refer a claim
under the Act.

Equality Proofing

The Sustaining Progress national
agreement contained a new commitment
to equality proofing. It commits to
“proofing of policies and services in the
public sector to avoid unanticipated
negative impact on any of the groups
protected under the equality legislation, to
ensure policy coherence and best use of
resources”.

The equality proofing working group
established under the Programme for
Prosperity and Fairness national
agreement and convened by the
Department of Justice, Equality and Law
Reform was continued under the new
agreement. The Equality Authority has
participated on this working group and
developed a range of projects to assist its
work. These include:

• equality proofing exercises in relation to
the National Action Plan against Poverty
and Social Exclusion and the National
Employment Action Plan.

• a programme of employment equality
reviews.

• a pilot equal status review with the
North Western Health Board.

• a pilot integrated poverty and equality
proofing exercise. This draws on the
experience of gender mainstreaming,
poverty proofing and equality impact
assessments. A template for this
integrated proofing exercise was
developed and this will now be applied
to policy areas in the Department of
Justice, Equality and Law Reform and
the Department of Social and Family
Affairs. The initiative is supported by
the two Departments, the Equality
Authority, the Office of Social Inclusion
and the Combat Poverty Agency.

The Equality Authority hosted a major
conference on ‘Mainstreaming Equality:
Models for a Statutory Duty’ and published
the proceedings. The conference was
opened by Mary McAleese, President of
Ireland. It explored models of a statutory
duty in Norway, Wales, Northern Ireland
and Britain. It focused on both the public
sector and the private sector.

Building Local Equality
Infrastructures

The work of the Equality Authority
continued with the City and County



Development Boards (CDBs) to support an
equality focus in their work. The initial
focus was on piloting the equality impact
assessment guidelines developed by the
Equality Authority for application in
measures being developed by the City and
County Development Boards. The Equality
Authority provided training on how these
guidelines could be applied. Work took
place with City and County Development
Boards in Wicklow, Roscommon, Dún
Laoghaire, Laois and Donegal to ensure the
guidelines were effectively implemented.

A second focus was to support City and
County Development Boards in
implementing their commitment to
creating a local strategic framework for
equality. Wicklow County Development
Board was particularly pro-active in this
regard. They worked in co-operation with
their Local Authority to produce an Equal
Status Policy for the Housing Section. This
policy was formally launched. This
initiative was supported by the Equality
Authority and included the development
of an internal equality committee, staff
training in the area of equality and the
final production of the policy including an
action plan. It is hoped that this will be
used as an example of good practice for
other Local Authorities.

Joe McElhinney
Sligo Citizens’ Information Centre

The Citizens’ Information Service
network comprises almost one hundred
centres dispersed throughout Ireland
and funded by Comhairle, the national
body responsible for information
provision. Sligo Citizens’ Information
Service has operated in Sligo as a key
information centre for four years. In
that time the service has experienced
remarkable growth both in terms of the
number and types of queries we receive
and in the increased staffing of the
centre. Outreach services operate at
Ballymote, Tubbercurry and Grange,
thus bringing the service to the
doorstep of clients unable to travel into
Sligo. Our service is delivered by
voluntary, paid and Community
Employment staff.

A number of specialist services are also
available at various times at the Sligo
CIC. On Monday evenings, local
solicitors provide a free impartial legal
service on an appointment basis; on
Wednesday evenings a taxation clinic
runs from 7-8.30pm; the Equality
Authority conducts an equality clinic
on the second Wednesday of every
second month; and staff from the
Office of the Director of Consumer
Affairs are here to deal with consumer

cont. overleaf
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Equality Data

The Equality Authority worked with the
Central Statistics Office to support a focus
on equality data. The work of the Equality
Studies Unit of the Equality Authority
supported providers of education and
training measures to gather and analyse
data on older people, Travellers, people
with disabilities and minority ethnic
people (in particular refugees).

National Development Plan 
Mid-term Review

The Equality Authority made an input into
the mid-term review of the National
Development Plan through its
membership of all operational programme
monitoring committees. The Equality
Authority emphasised the need for an
increased focus on data gathering of
beneficiaries across the nine grounds and
on the provision of ring fenced technical
assistance to support managing
authorities and programme providers to
include an effective equality focus in their
work.

European Union

The Equality Authority continued to be an
active participant on the EU Advisory
Committee on Equal Opportunities
between Women and Men where it served

issues on the second Tuesday of every
month. These services have been
extremely popular - in fact all are fully
subscribed with both the legal service
and the equality clinic requiring the use
of an appointments system.

Over the last few years client queries
have not only grown substantially in
numbers but also in terms of complexity,
thus requiring longer client/advisor
contact. This trend probably reflects the
growing complexity of Irish societal
issues, which means that we will
continue to require an ample supply of
highly trained information officers.
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as vice president. The committee prepared
opinions on gender equality and the
structural funds, on gender budgeting and
on new gender equality directives during
the year.

The Equality Authority continued its work
with the European Union Monitoring
Centre on Racism and Xenophobia. It
served as the national focal point of the
RAXEN network established by the centre.
This role is played as a joint venture with
the National Consultative Committee on
Racism and Interculturalism. It focuses on
gathering information and data in Ireland
on themes identified by the centre as
priorities across the European Union in the
combat against racism.

The Equality Authority participated in the
EU network of specialised equality bodies.
This brings together equality bodies from
eight different member states to exchange
information, to explore legal concepts and
to support the transposition of the EU
Race Directive into national legislation.
The network is funded by the Anti-
Discrimination Unit of the European
Commission. The network is organised
around a series of legal conferences in
each member state and has worked on
developing new approaches to ongoing
information exchange between the
equality bodies.

The Equality Authority met with a range of
candidate countries on study visits to
Ireland and participated in projects
establishing equality infrastructures in
candidate countries in 2003.
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There is a significant interface between
the experiences of inequality and
discrimination and of poverty. Groups
across the nine grounds covered by the
equality legislation have been identified as
being at risk of poverty. People living in
poverty are not homogeneous and include
people from all of the nine grounds. For
this reason the Equality Authority has
worked to contribute to an equality focus
in anti-poverty strategies. Key partners in
this work have been the Office of Social
Inclusion of the Department of Social and
Family Affairs and the Combat Poverty
Agency.

The Equality Authority, with the Office for
Social Inclusion, developed an innovative
exercise to equality proof the National
Action Plan against Poverty and Social
Exclusion 2003-2005. A meeting was
organised to conduct an equality proofing
exercise with the participation of groups
from across the nine grounds covered by
the equality legislation. As equality
proofing is a complex exercise, it was
agreed that this initial exercise would be
seen as a first step towards building a
more developed equality proofing process
into the future.

Equality proofing is about putting equality
at the heart of all decision making. It is a
process that seeks to secure outcomes for
groups experiencing inequality by

inserting equality objectives into any plan,
proposal or policy. It has a particular focus
on diversity and the capacity of the plan,
proposal or policy to accommodate
diversity.

The equality proofing exercise was carried
out using a draft of the National Action
Plan. The meeting focused on the main
themes and related targets contained in
the draft, to ensure they were relevant and
meaningful to the diversity of people living
in poverty.

Ireland’s National Action Plan was
published in July of this year alongside
similar Plans in all EU member states as
part of the EU Social Inclusion Strategy. It
notes the equality proofing exercise and
makes an important commitment to
“continue and further develop this process
over the life of this plan.” In addition, the
Joint Report on Social Inclusion, a
Communication by the European
Commission, notes the innovative equality
proofing exercise with the participation of
groups from across the nine distinct
grounds of discrimination that was carried
out on Ireland’s plan.

The joint Equality Authority and Combat
Poverty Agency research report ‘Poverty
and Inequality: Applying an Equality
Dimension to Poverty Proofing’ was
published. The Government’s ‘Guidelines

Theme 5
Addressing the specific situation
and experience of those within the
nine grounds faced with additional
barriers of poverty and exclusion



for the Implementation of Poverty Proofing
Procedures’ state that particular attention
should be paid to ‘inequalities which lead
to poverty’. This joint report contributes to
our understanding of the links between
poverty and inequality and examines the
practical application of this aspect of the
guidelines. It provides a template that can
be used by policy makers in the
development of the equality/poverty
proofing process and builds on existing
work to contribute to a more integrated
proofing process which brings together the
agendas of gender, poverty and a wider
equality focus. The report was launched by
Mary Coughlan TD, Minister for Social and
Family Affairs at an event in Dublin Castle
organised by the Equality Authority and
the Combat Poverty Agency.

Pictured at the launch of
‘Poverty and Inequality’
report from left to right:
Mr Brian Duncan,
Chairperson, Combat
Poverty Agency; Helen
Johnson, CEO, Combat
Poverty Agency; Mary
Coughlan, TD, Minister
for Social and Family
Affairs and Niall Crowley,
CEO, Equality Authority.

‘Poverty and
Inequality - Applying
an Equality Dimension
to Poverty Proofing’
report cover.
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The Equality Authority has continued to
develop as an organisation. This
development has focused on governance,
customer service and staff.

Governance

The Equality Authority reviewed and
further developed policies and procedures
dealing with: the role of the Board; the role
of the Chair; the role of the CEO; the
conduct of Board and staff; and matters
reserved for decision by the Board. An
Internal Audit Charter was developed and
finalised, revised terms of reference for the
Board's Finance Committee were prepared
and finalised, and a statement on the
system of internal financial controls was
documented. Measures to enhance the
efficient use of resources included
upgrading the IT system and putting in
place arrangements for cutting the cost of
software licences and phone calls. A
business plan progress evaluation project
was completed with financial assistance
from the Department of Finance's Change
Management Fund.

Communications Strategy

During 2003, the Equality Authority
commissioned a review of its
communications strategy and devised a
new strategy to accompany the Strategic
Plan 2003.

The Equality Authority also undertook a
publications audit to further develop its
design style and accessibility capability.

Key communications initiatives included: 

• Exhibition stands at the FÁS
Opportunities exhibition, the Over 50’s
Exhibition, ICTU conference, the Library
Information Services Conference, ISME
Conference and the ‘Access and
Disability’ conference.

• Speaking engagements, conference
inputs and seminars in eighteen
different counties.

• Providing a library service of equality
publications.

• Managing a website.

• Producing three editions of Equality
News.

• Publicising regional legal clinics in Cork
and Sligo.

• Media work.

• Organising a Board event and meeting
in Limerick.

• Expansion of central mailing list.

Customer Service

A new Customer Service Action Plan for
the Equality Authority was drafted taking
account of an evaluation of the previous

Theme 6
Maintaining and developing the
internal structures and systems
of the Equality Authority
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plan and incorporating a focus on new
Quality Customer Service principles,
including a focus on the internal customer.

Quarterly meetings are held with the
community and voluntary sector to
discuss the service provision, work and
effectiveness of the Equality Authority.
These meetings involve representative
organisations from across the nine
grounds. Meetings have been hosted to
brief the ICTU equality committee on the
work of the Equality Authority.

Staffing

The approved staffing level for the Equality
Authority is 53 posts and the year saw a
small increase in the overall staff
complement. At the beginning of the year
there were 48 staff (including 4 job-
sharers) and 54 staff (6 job-sharers) at the
end. Two posts remained to be filled. The
year saw a marked decrease in staff
turnover with only nine staff leaving.

The following staff left in 2003 and 2004:
Shane O’Connor, Susan Crilly, Ciara De
Mora, Peter FitzPatrick, Anne Marie Maher,
Breandán Ó Cathasaigh, Deaglán Ó
Caoimh, Suzanne Byrne and Sean
McKeown. We would like to thank those
staff for their important contribution to
the work of the Equality Authority.

The Equality Authority is grateful for the
assistance with filling vacancies received

from the Department of Justice, Equality
and Law Reform and the Civil Service and
Local Appointments Commission.

Staff Training and Development

Sensitivity training was provided for staff
on the discrimination grounds covered by
the equality legislation. Anti-harassment
and anti-bullying, IT and induction
training courses figured prominently
during the year.

Particular emphasis was placed on
personal skills/ development training for
staff with courses across a range of
subjects aimed at enhancing staff capacity.
A number of staff attended management
and communications skills training
courses.

Each member of the staff of the Equality
Authority received an average of over two-
and-a-half days training during the year.

The support received during the year from
the Training Section in the Department of
Justice, Equality and Law Reform is much
appreciated.

Performance Management and Development 

During the year all staff completed their
role profile forms under the Performance
Management and Development System
and new staff attended training courses to
enable them to participate in the system.
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Staff of the Authority (April, 2004)

Communications
Section

Brian Merriman 
- Head of
Communications

Pat O'Leary

Sandra Kavanagh

Rena Sparling

Robert O'Connor

Nigel Hickey

Clara Toner

Orla Fogarty

Paul Cassidy

Nicola Twamley

Ann O’Grady 
- Librarian

Development
Section

Greg Heylin
- Head of
Development

Barbara Cashen

Vincent Edwards

Carole Sullivan

Cathal Kelly

Tara Coogan

Tony Galvin

Aoife Joyce

Fiona Kealy

Ann Butler

Amanda
McCrudden

Legal 
Section

Eilis Barry 
- Legal Adviser
and Head of
Legal Section

Carol Ann Woulfe

Síle Larkin

Geraldine Hynes

Ann Lawler

Martina Kelly

Mary Campbell

Jason McCabe

Martin Hunt

Mary Maher

Robert Scott

Rowena Tighe

Fiona Cullinane

Susanne Cleary

Mary Ryan

Caroline
McSweeney 

Research
Section

Laurence Bond
- Head of
Research

Fiona Johnston

Anne Timoney

Eileen McGuone

Administration
Section

Richard Fennessy
- Head of
Administration

Éamon Mulligan

Bríd McGovern

Ruth Dillon

Bridget McNulty

Denise O'Mahony

Denise McAndrew

Olivia McHugh

Gavin O'Brien

Frank Martin

Chief Executive Niall Crowley

PA to CEO: Fiona Kealy
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Representation Forum

The Equality Authority continues to
convene a representation forum to support
those representing the Equality Authority
in various policy arenas. This forum draws
together staff from all sections in the
Equality Authority and an input into policy
development by the organisation ensuring
a coherence in policy positions brought
forward.

Equality 

The Equality Authority's Equality
Committee is a cross-grade and cross-
sectional committee which considers
internal equality issues and focuses on
internal practices and procedures and the
values they reflect, in accordance with the
commitments in the Equality Authority’s
Employment Equality and Equal Status
Policies. Meetings of the Equality
Committee took place during the year.

The Employment Equality Policy continued
to be implemented. Under that policy the
following officers were selected, appointed
and trained: Disability Liaison Officers to
support the integration of staff with
disabilities; and Designated Officers to
provide advice to staff who feel
discriminated against, bullied, harassed or
sexually harassed. The Equal Status Policy
has been agreed and is now being

implemented. The relevant civil service
policy document on sexual harassment,
harassment and bullying is disseminated
to staff and is being implemented.

Freedom of Information

The Freedom of Information Act applies to
the Equality Authority by virtue of the
Freedom of Information Act, 1997
(Prescribed Bodies) Regulations 2000 (S.I.
No. 67 of 2000). The Act asserts the right of
members of the public to obtain access to
official information to the greatest extent
possible consistent with the public interest
and the right to privacy of individuals.

A total of 4 FOI requests were received and
dealt with during the year.

Prompt Payment of Accounts Act, 1997

The Equality Authority complies with the
requirements of the Prompt Payment of
Accounts Act, 1997. All invoices presented
for payment are examined to ensure they
are in compliance. The Equality Authority's
procedures provide reasonable but not
absolute assurance against material non-
compliance with the Act. During the year
ended 31st December 2003 there were 5
late payments which exceeded €317; they
exceeded the due payment date by an
average of 12.8 days. The value of the
payments involved totalled €64,152.75.
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Types of Journalists Business Members of Staff Others Total

Requester Sector Oireachtas of EA

Number 

of Requests 0 0 1 0 3 4

Freedom of Information Requests in 2003 by Types of Requester

The total amount of interest paid in
respect of late payments in 2003 was
€143.78. In monetary terms the sum of all
late payments was 2.3% of the sum of all
payments made. 98.7% of payments were
made within the 30-day limit.



The Equality Authority and the Equality
Commission for Northern Ireland continue
to maintain a strong, valuable and
strategic cooperation. This is based on an
annual joint Board meeting. This was
hosted in Dublin and explored shared
concerns on racism, disability issues and
the poverty/inequality interface.

A joint project was developed during the
year to research the implications of the
Belfast multi-party agreement for the
further development of the equality
infrastructure North and South. It is hoped
that this project will be completed 
in 2004.

Both organisations are active participants
in the Joint Equality and Human Rights
Forum which brings them together with
the Irish Human Rights Commission, the
Northern Ireland Human Rights
Commission, the Equal Opportunities
Commission (GB), the Disability Rights
Commission (GB)and the Commission for
Racial Equality (GB). The Forum met twice
during the year to share ideas and
approaches to the work, to explore shared
concerns and to develop joint initiatives.
A key focus for the work during the year
was a research project on the identity,
experience and situation of groups of
people who hold multiple identities as
members of more than one of the grounds

Cover of 
‘Re-thinking Identity -
the Challenge of
Diversity’ report.

Pictured at the launch of 
‘Re-thinking Identity -
the Challenge of
Diversity’ report:
l-r, Ms Maria Pierce,
Dr. Katherine Zappone
and Ms Karen Erwin,
Chairperson, Equality
Authority.

North South
Cooperation



covered by the Equality legislation, which
resulted in the following publications: 

Re-thinking Identity: The Challenge of
Diversity - edited by Katherine E. Zappone.
This report was published by the Joint
Equality and Human Rights Forum. It
presents the findings of a range of small
scale, qualitative studies of the situation
and experience of disabled minority ethnic
people, Black and minority ethnic women,
lesbian, gay and bisexual people with
disabilities, women with disabilities, young
lesbian, gay and bisexual people and
young minority ethnic men. It identifies
the particular exclusion, inequalities and
discriminations experienced by these
groups.

Minority Ethnic People with Disabilities in
Ireland - Maria Pierce, Department of Social
Policy and Social Work, UCD. This
exploratory qualitative study explores the
identity, situation and experiences of
minority ethnic people with disabilities in
Ireland. Minority ethnic people with
disabilities emerge from this study as a
group exposed to multiple discriminations
based on racism and disabilism, and a
group that poses very particular
challenges to the design and
implementation of equality strategies by
employers and service providers. This

research was developed as a contribution
to the wider work of the Joint Equality and
Human Rights Forum.

Both these publications were launched at
an event in the Equality Authority.
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The following criteria govern the selection
of casefiles for the provision of legal advice
and assistance. They are current from the
18th November 2003.

Applications for Assistance

Applicants may apply to the Equality
Authority for assistance in taking
proceedings under the Employment
Equality Act, 1998, the Equal Status Act,
2000 or Section 19 of the Intoxicating
Liquor Act 2003, (pursuant to section 67 of
the Employment Equality Act, 1998 as
amended by paragraph 1 of the schedule
to the Equal Status Act, 2000, and Section
19(7) of the Intoxicating Liquor Act, 2003).

Decision

The Chief Executive Officer (or other
person delegated by the Board) considers
the request and may, at his/her discretion,
provide assistance to the Claimant.
Assistance shall be in such form and in
such amount and duration and he/she in
his/her discretion thinks fit. In coming to
his/her decision as to whether to grant or
withdraw any assistance to a Claimant, the
CEO (or other person delegated by the
Board) shall consider the matter under the
then current Criteria. The decision may be
based on one or more of the criteria and
the criteria are not mutually exclusive.

The decision as to the level and type of
assistance, if any, granted to the Claimant

will be communicated to the Claimant in
writing. A Claimant dissatisfied with the
decision may have that decision reviewed
by the board.

Review

After each major step in the matter has
been reached, the CEO (or other person
delegated by the Board) will review the
matter and will decide whether to
continue the assistance in whole or in part
in light of the then current criteria. His/her
decision will be communicated to the
Claimant who may apply to have that
decision reviewed by the Board.

The CEO (or other person delegated by the
Board) will annually fully review each case
in which assistance has been granted and
will decide whether to continue or
withdraw the assistance in whole or in
part in light of the then current criteria.
His/her decision will be communicated to
the Claimant who may apply to have that
decision reviewed by the Board.

The CEO (or other person delegated by the
Board) may at any time at his/her
discretion review a case in which
assistance has been granted and decide
whether to continue its assistance in
whole or in part in light of the then
current criteria. His/her decision will be
communicated to the Claimant who may
apply to have that decision reviewed by
the Board.

Appendix 1
Current Criteria for Section 67
Representation
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Criteria for Section 67 Representation

A Principle/Precedent/Strategic Priorities

• That the matter raises an important
matter of principle.

• That the matter raises issues that
refer to grounds where any or
significant case law has not been
developed.

• The extent to which precedent has
already been established in relation
to the matter.

• That the proceedings are likely to be
successful.

• That the proceedings will or are
likely to have a beneficial impact for
others covered under the same,
similar or other ground.

• That the proceedings will or are
likely to have a beneficial impact for
change in practise by employers or
service providers.

• That the proceedings will or are
likely to have a beneficial impact for
the development of equality policies
or practices.

• That the proceedings will or are
likely to have a beneficial impact on
the standing or perception of the
Authority in the pursuance of its
functions.

• The geographic spread of the Claims.

• That the matter falls within the
themes of the then current strategic
plan.

• The extent to which the matter
raises an issue which is appropriate
to be decided by the Circuit Court.

B Ability

• The capacity of the Claimant to
represent themselves.

• The capacity of the Claimant to
obtain representation through
lawyers, Trade Unions, Advocacy.

• The previous use of such resources.

• Alternative remedies.

• The complexity of the issues.

• The availability of material which
will assist the claimant to represent
themselves.

• The investigative nature of the
hearing in the Equality Tribunal.

C Nature of Claim

• The severity of the matters alleged.

• The past present and future likely
effect on the Claimant of the matters
alleged.

• The Respondent’s response to the
claim.

• The number of grounds of
discrimination the subject of the
matter of the claim.
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D Resources

• The workload of the Authority.

• The backlog of cases.

• The resources then available to the
Authority.

• The likely cost of the proceedings.

• The likely duration of the
proceedings.

• The likely award or order.

E Claimant

• The cooperation of the Claimant with
the Authority.

• The willingness of the Claimant to
follow advice or a reasonable request
of the Authority.

• The behaviour and/or honesty of the
Claimant.

F General

• Where new information comes to
light.

• Any other matters that appear to the
Authority to have a bearing on the
issues.

• The priorities as may be determined
by the Board from time to time.

• Staff recommendations and/or legal
opinion.

Application of Criteria in other cases 

The above criteria are also to be applied by
the CEO in exercising the delegated
functions of the Equality Authority
pursuant to section 49(2) of the
Employment Equality Act, 1998 as
amended in relation to:

• Section 8(3) of the Equal Status Act, 2000
(discriminating clubs).

• Section 10 of the Employment Equality
Act, 1998 and section 10 of the Equal
Status Act, 2000 (discriminating
advertising).

• Section 85 of the Employment Equality
Act, 1998 and section 23 of the Equal
Status Act, 2000 (General practice claims
etc.).

• Section 19(6) of the intoxicating Liquor
Act 2003 (licensed premises).
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Information Publications

About Us
An introduction to the Equality Authority,
its role and functions.

An Introduction to the Employment Equality
Act, 1998
Step by step guide on what to do if you
feel you have been discriminated against.

About the Maternity Protection Act, 1994
Information on the Maternity Protection
Act.

About the Adoptive Leave Act, 1995
The key provisions of the Adoptive Leave
Act.

About the Parental Leave Act, 1998
Information on rights and obligations
under the Parental Leave Act.

An Introduction to the Equal Status Act,
2000
The key provisions of the Equal Status Act
2000.

Customer Service Action Plan 
Details of the commitment, principles and
services of the Equality Authority.

Section 15 Booklet
This contains information on the Equality
Authority’s functions and records, as
required by the Freedom of Information
Act.

Equality News
Newsletter of the Equality Authority.

Strategic Plan for the Equality Authority
2000-2002 
This sets out the mission and key
objectives of the Equality Authority for
2000-2002.

Strategic Plan for the Equality Authority
2003-2005
Detailing the mission and key objectives of
the Equality Authority for 2003-2005.

Annual Report 2000 
- Available only through our website or at
our library for reference.

A review of the first year of the work of
the Equality Authority.

Annual Report 2001
Available only through our website or at
our library for reference.

Reporting on the second year of the work
of the Equality Authority.

Annual Report 2002
An account of the third year of the work of
the Equality Authority.

Guide to Equality and the Policies,
Institutions and Programmes of the European
Union
Document aimed at providing information
on the broader picture of promoting
equality and combating discrimination in
the European Union.

Appendix 2
The publications of the Equality
Authority



Schools and the Equal Status Act
Booklet outlining the main features of the
equality legislation as it affects primary
and second-level schools and identifying
ways in which an inclusive school can be
created.

Equality and Diversity
Joint publication of the Equality Authority
and the Irish Centre for European Law
providing an important analysis and
critique of the EU Equality Directives and
their implications for Irish equality law.

Videos

Videos are available on the Employment
Equality Act, the Equal Status Act and how
to fill out the ODEI5 form for preparing a
claim under the Equal Status Act.

A new training video is available entitled
‘Quality through Equality - how to build an
equality infrastructure in the workplace’.
This is a training video for personnel
managers and other executive staff
charged with implementing equality
policies.

Research Publications

Investing in People (by Hugh Fisher)
Available only through our website or at
our library for reference.

Family-friendly work arrangements in
small and medium sized enterprises.

Equality News
2003.
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Building the Picture (by Ursula Barry)
The role of data in achieving equality.

Partnership Rights for Same-Sex Couples (by
John Mee & Kaye Ronayne)
The discrimination caused by the non-
recognition of Gay & Lesbian Partnerships.

Research Project on the Effective Recruitment
of People with Disabilities into the Public
Service 2000 (by Pauline Conroy & Sarah
Fanagan)
Commissioned in order to research
effective recruitment strategies for people
with disabilities into the Public Service in
relation to the 3% disability employment
target.

Equality Research Database (by Ursula Barry
& Áine McCarthy)
A resource for those seeking to promote,
design and implement the changes
needed to enable society to progress
towards greater equality.

Promoting an Intercultural Workplace:
Examples of Good Practice
Case studies of good practice towards
creating an anti-racist workplace.

Migrant Workers and their Experiences
Research into the situation of migrant
workers, based on interviews with a
number of such employees.

Poverty and Inequality
A publication aimed at contributing to a
wider understanding of the links between

inequality and poverty and to a better
capacity to assess the impact of policies
on poverty and inequality.

Re-thinking Identity - The Challenge of
Diversity
This joint research publication of the
human rights and equality bodies in Great
Britain, Ireland and Northern Ireland seeks
to support new thinking on equality issues
and advance the establishment of
increasingly effective equality strategies.

Delivering Equal Opportunities at the Level of
the Enterprise - Experience and Challenge
This documents the work and
achievements of the Equal Opportunities
Framework Committee over the past three
years. It highlights projects funded to
respond to the need to build a wider
spectrum of supports for enterprises to
promote equality and sets out materials
developed to support enterprise to combat
discrimination and promote equality in a
planned and systematic manner.

Promoting Equality of Opportunity in Small
and Medium Sized Enterprises
The research identifies the particular
barriers faced by small and medium sized
enterprises to build a work environment
that supports equality of opportunity, as
well as outlining the elements for a
strategy that could begin to dismantle
these barriers.
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Minority Ethnic People with Disabilities in
Ireland
This research describes the identity,
experience and situation of minority
ethnic people with disabilities, as well as
giving voice to their concerns and
perceptions.

Accommodating Diversity in Labour Market
Programmes
Information from eight different research
projects carried out by the Equality Studies
Unit of the Equality Authority into the
labour market concerns of older people,
people with disabilities, Travellers and
minority ethnic people.

Travellers’ Experiences of Labour Market
Programmes
Research detailing barriers Travellers
experience in accessing labour market
programmes and making
recommendations on their design and
delivery.

Ageing and Labour Market Participation 
Ageing and Labour Market Participation
provides a clear and timely insight into the
labour market situation of older men and
older women. It draws on data that had
been underutilised to develop a knowledge
base that should inform and shape labour
market policy and practice. The report has
been prepared as part of the Equality
Studies Unit of the Equality Authority.

Disability and Labour Market Participation
This research has been prepared as part of
the work of the Equality Studies Unit and
it provides an examination of the current
labour market situation of people with
disabilities, and the dynamics of disability
and labour market participation over time.

Policy Publications

Equality Authority Position on the National
Action Plan for Social Inclusion
Ideas for addressing the significant
interface between equality and poverty in
a more effective way over the coming
years.

Towards a Vision for a Gender Equal Society
Establishing a framework in which society
could elaborate a vision of gender equality
and identifying the key areas requiring
change within that framework.

Equality and Education 
Proceedings of the Joint Equality Authority
/ ASTI Conference for Second Level
Teachers held on 29 September 2001.

Charting the Equality Agenda (by Katherine
Zappone)
A report which analyses the challenge of
delivering equality in Ireland, North and
South. It develops a framework for equality
strategies reflecting the broad scope of the
equality agenda in both jurisdictions.



Implementing Equality for Lesbians, Gays
and Bisexuals
Recommendations for action to address
gay, lesbian and bisexual disadvantage in
such areas as partnership rights,
education, youth services, health,
community development,
violence/harassment and the workplace.

Implementing Equality for Older People
A report which identifies the problem of
ageism, challenges the exclusion of older
people and seeks change in their situation
and experience.

Building an Intercultural Society
Submission of the Equality Authority
regarding the preparation of a National
Action Plan Against Racism.

Towards a Strategy for Equality Data
Proceedings of the Joint Equality Authority
/National Economic and Social Council
(NESC)/Department of the Taoiseach
Conference on the need for an equality
data strategy held on 7 March 2002.

Review of discriminatory grounds covered by
the Employment Equality Act 1998 
Available only through our website or at
our library for reference.

Recommendations of the Equality
Authority arising out of its experience of,
and learning from, the implementation of
the Employment Equality Act, 1998 since
its commencement in October 1999.

Leonard Hurley, Vice
Chair, the Equality
Authority; President
Mary McAleese; Kate
Hayes, former Chair,
Equality Authority
and Niall Crowley,
CEO, Equality
Authority.

Pictured at the
Mainstreaming
Conference, Ms
Joan Carmicheal,
Asst. Gen. Sec.,
ICTU and
President Mary
McAleese.

Delegates at the
Mainstreaming
Conference at
the Burlington
Hotel, Dublin,
February 2003.
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Mainstreaming Equality: Models for a
Statutory Duty 
Proceedings of the Conference held on 27
February 2003 and organised by the
Equality Authority in association with the
Disability Rights Commission UK, Equal
Opportunities Commission UK,
Commission for Racial Equality UK,
Northern Ireland Human rights
Commission, Equality Commission for
Northern Ireland and Irish Human Rights
Commission.

Library Access 
This joint publication of the Equality
Authority and An Chomhairle
Leabharlanna (The Library Council)
identifies a wide range of initiatives to
support access for people with disabilities
to public libraries and their services.

Building an Inclusive Workplace 
The establishment of the Forum on the
Workplace of the Future provides a
valuable opportunity for the Equality
Authority to draw together the lessons
from our work, since the establishment in
1999, for workplace equality. This
submission is a joint initiative between the
Equality Authority and the National Centre
for Partnership and Performance.

Codes of Practice

Code of Practice on Sexual Harassment and
Harassment at Work
Giving practical guidance to employers,
employers’ organisations, trade unions and
employees on the prevention of, and
procedures for dealing with, sexual
harassment and harassment.

Good Practice Publications

Positive Action for People with Disabilities
Assisting Public Sector Bodies to achieve
the 3% Employment Target.

Anti-Racism Resource Pack
Available only through our website or at
our library for reference.

Resource pack suggesting measures to
combat racism in the workplace.

Guidelines for Employment Equality Policies
in Enterprises
A practical step-by-step “how to” guide to
establishing an employment equality
policy.

Framework for the Development of Equal
Opportunities at the Level of the Enterprise
Leaflet describing the ways in which the
Framework assists in the development of
equal opportunity policies and practices in
enterprises.
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An Introduction to Family Friendly Working
Arrangements
The ways in which workers can be helped
to combine their employment with their
family life, caring responsibilities and
personal life outside the workplace.

Guidelines on Equality and Diversity Training
in Enterprises
Offering practical guidance aimed at
ensuring that equality and diversity
training achieves maximum impact.

Towards a Workplace Equality Infrastructure
An overview of the equality infrastructure
in organisations with special reference to
minority ethnic workers including
members of the Traveller community.

Disability Resource Pack
Positive Action for the Recruitment and
Retention of People with Disabilities in the
State Sector.

Reasonable Accommodation of People with
Disabilities in the Provision of Goods and
Services
A booklet that supports service providers
in the reasonable accommodation of
people with disabilities as a simple and
easily achievable part of a quality
customer service.

An Equality Proofing Template for the City
and County Development Boards
Providing the City/County Development
Boards with a practical template to

support them and their constituent
partners to equality proof their plans.

Equality Commitments in City/County
Development Board Strategy Plans
A mapping exercise that captures some of
the core elements of the City/County
Development Board Strategy Plans in
terms of targeting, mainstreaming and
building a local equality infrastructure.

Equality Impact Assessment: Initial
Guidelines for the City and County
Development Boards
A step-by-step approach to an equality
impact assessment that can be applied by
the City/County Development Boards.

Achieving Equality in Intercultural
Workplaces (by Patrick Taran and August
Gachter)
Approaches that enterprises should
develop to combat and prevent racism in
the workplace.
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The Equality Authority was
represented on each of the following
committees in 2003:

Educational Disadvantage Forum 
- Cathal Kelly

Education Equality Initiative Advisory
Committee - Cathal Kelly

High Level Steering Group of Know Racism
- Vincent Edwards

Framework Committee for the
Development of Equal Opportunities
Policies at the level of the Enterprise 
- Niall Crowley, Greg Heylin, Fiona Kealy

Know Racism High Level Steering Group 
- Niall Crowley, Vincent Edwards

National Framework Committee for Work
Life Balance Policies - Greg Heylin

Programme for Prosperity and Fairness
(PPF) Consultative Group on Male/Female
Wage Differentials - Barbara Cashen

RAXEN National Focal Point Meeting of the
EU Monitoring Committee on Racism and
Xenophobia - Vincent Edwards

Steering Committee on the Consultation
Process Leading to the Development of the
National Plan for Women 2001-2005 
- Barbara Cashen

Technical Advisory Group Equality for
Women Measure - Greg Heylin

Steering Group on the development of an
accredited course on Advocacy Studies 
- Patrick O’Leary

Northside Partnership Disability
Employment Taskforce - Aoife Joyce

Department of Justice, Equality and Law
Reform 3% Monitoring Committee of
Employment of People with Disabilities in
the Public Service - Greg Heylin

Department of Justice, Equality and Law
Reform Working Group on Equality
Proofing - Niall Crowley, Patrick O’Leary

Steering Group for the Development of a
Website for Schools under CSPE
Programme - Patrick O’Leary, Nigel Hickey

European Year of People with Disabilities
Committee - Niall Crowley, Aoife Joyce

European Union Advisory Committee on
Equal Opportunities for Women and Men 
- Niall Crowley

Quality Customer Service Working Group
of SMI - Niall Crowley, Carole Sullivan

RTE Audience Council - Patrick O’Leary

Implementation Advisory Committee on
the Prevention of Workplace Bullying -
Barbara Cashen

National Economic and Social Forum
Project Team on Implementing - Barbara
Cashen

Appendix 3
Representation on Policy
Committees
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Equality for Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual
People - Barbara Cashen

Programme for Prosperity and Fairness
(PPF) Consultative Group on Male/Female
Wage Differentials - Barbara Cashen

There is representation from the
Equality Authority on each of the
National Development Plan (NDP)
and Community Support Framework
(CSF) Operational Programme
Monitoring Committees:

NDP/CSF Monitoring Committee - Niall
Crowley, Greg Heylin

NDP/CSF Equal Opportunities and Social
Inclusion Co-ordinating Committee 
- Niall Crowley, Laurence Bond

Border, Midlands and West Operational
Programme Monitoring Committee
- Tony Galvin

Economic and Social Infrastructure
Operational Programme Monitoring
Committee - Tara Coogan

Employment and Human Resource
Development Operational Programme
Monitoring Committee - Carole Sullivan

EU Programme for Peace and
Reconciliation in Northern Ireland and the
Border Counties of Ireland Monitoring
Committee (PEACE II) - Greg Heylin

EQUAL Community Initiative Monitoring
Committee - Carole Sullivan

EQUAL Mainstreaming Policy Group - Niall
Crowley, Carole Sullivan

INTERREG IIIA Community Initiative
Monitoring Committee - Greg Heylin

Productive Sector Operational Programme
Monitoring Committee - Greg Heylin

South and East Region Operational
Programme Monitoring Committee 
- Cathal Kelly
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